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Abstract
We consider associative algebras with involution graded by a finite abelian
group G over a field of characteristic zero. Suppose that the involution is com-
patible with the grading. We represent conditions permitting PI-representability
of such algebras. Particularly, it is proved that a finitely generated (Z/qZ)-
graded associative PI-algebra with involution satisfies exactly the same graded
identities with involution as some finite dimensional (Z/qZ)-graded algebra with
involution for any prime q or q = 4. This is an analogue of the theorem of
A.Kemer for ordinary identities [31], and an extension of the result of the au-
thor for identities with involution [42]. The similar results were proved also for
graded identities [1], [41].
MSC: Primary 16R50; Secondary 16W20, 16W50, 16W10
Keywords: Associative algebra, graded algebra, involution, graded iden-
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Introduction
One of the central problem of the theory of varieties and PI-theory is the Specht
problem: the problem of existence of a finite base for any system of identities. The
original Specht problem [40] was formulated for identities of associative algebras
over a field of characteristic zero. It was solved positively by Alexander Kemer [31],
[33], [35]. The principal and the most difficult part of the Kemer’s solution was
the proof of PI-representability of finitely generated PI-superalgebras [31], [34]. An
algebra (a superalgebra) is called PI-representable if it satisfies the same identities
((Z/2Z)-graded identities) as some finite dimensional algebra (superalgebra). The
phenomena of PI-representability of finitely generated algebras has also the proper
interest. It is an intriguing question, what are the classes of algebras and identi-
ties such that their finitely generated algebras satisfy the same identities as finite
dimensional algebras.
∗
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The first results on PI-representability of associative algebras belong to A.Kemer.
He proves that any finitely generated associative (Z/2Z)-graded PI-algebra over a
field of characteristic zero satisfies the same (Z/2Z)-graded identities as some finite
dimensional (Z/2Z)-graded algebra over the same field [31], [34]. Later, he proves
also that a finitely generated associative PI-algebra over an infinite field satisfies the
same ordinary (non-graded) polynomial identities as some finite dimensional algebra
[32]. PI-representability of finitely generated associative algebras over a commuta-
tive associative Noetherian ring with respect to ordinary polynomial identities was
studied in [14]-[22].
The series of results were obtained also for graded identities and identities with
involution of associative algebras over a field of characteristic zero. If G is a finite
abelian group then a finitely generated G-graded associative PI-algebra over an
algebraically closed field of characteristic zero satisfies the same graded identities
as some finite dimensional G-graded algebra over the same field [41]. For more
general case of a finite (not necessarily abelian) group G it was proved that a finitely
generated G-graded associative PI-algebra over a field of characteristic zero satisfies
the same graded identities as some finite dimensional G-graded algebra over some
extension of the base field [1]. As the direct consequences of [1], [41] we have also
the similar results for G-identities if G is a finite abelian group of automorphisms of
an associative algebra.
Recently, PI-representability was proved also for identities with involution [42]. A
finitely generated associative PI-algebra with involution over a field of characteristic
zero satisfies the same identities with involution as some finite dimensional algebra
with involution over the same field.
The special interest to graded identities in the case of characteristic zero is ex-
plained by the super-trick and relation with the Specht problem [31]. Therefore
the problem of PI-representability of graded algebras with involution is of current
interest also.
We consider associative algebras over a field F of characteristic zero. Further
they will be called algebras.
An F -algebra A is graded by a group G (G-graded algebra) if A can be decomposed
as a direct sum A =
⊕
θ∈GAθ of its vector subspaces Aθ (θ ∈ G), where AθAξ ⊆ Aθξ
holds for all θ, ξ ∈ G. A subspace V ⊆ A is called graded if V =⊕θ∈G(V ∩Aθ). We
consider only gradings by a finite abelian group.
Anti-automorphism ∗ of the second order of an algebra A over F is called invo-
lution. Algebra with involution is also called ∗-algebra. An element a of a ∗-algebra
A is called symmetric if a∗ = a, and skew-symmetric if a∗ = −a. Particularly, a+a∗
is symmetric and a − a∗ is skew-symmetric for any element a ∈ A. It is clear that
A = A+⊕A−, where A+ is the subspace formed by all symmetric elements (symmet-
ric part), and A− the subspace of all skew-symmetric elements of A (skew-symmetric
part). We also use the notations a ◦ b = ab+ ba, and [a, b] = ab− ba. It is clear that
the symmetric part A+ of a ∗-algebra A with the operation ◦ is a Jordan algebra,
and the skew-symmetric part A− with the operation [, ] is a Lie algebra.
Let G = {θˆ1 = e, θˆ2, . . . , θˆm} be a finite abelian group of order m with the unit
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e. Let us consider a G-graded algebra A =
⊕
θ∈GAθ with involution. We assume
that involution ∗ is graded anti-automorphism of A, i.e. A∗θ = Aθ for any θ ∈ G.
This is equivalent to condition (see, e.g., [8]) that the subspaces A+, A− are graded.
Particularly, we have A =
⊕
θ∈G(A
+
θ ⊕ A−θ ), where Aδ =
⊕
θ∈GA
δ
θ, (δ ∈ {+,−});
and Aθ = A
+
θ ⊕A−θ , (θ ∈ G). We say that an element a ∈ Aδθ (δ ∈ {+,−}, θ ∈ G)
is homogeneous of complete degree deg
Ĝ
a = (δ, θ) or simply Ĝ-homogeneous.
Note that if the base field F contains a primitive root of unity m
√
1 of order
m = |G| then a G-grading on A naturally corresponds to the action on A of the
group IrrG = {χk|k = 1, . . . , |G|} ∼= G of irreducible characters of G. An irreducible
character χ ∈ IrrG acts on A as an automorphism associating to any element a =∑
θ∈G aθ ∈ A the element χ(a) =
∑
θ∈G χ(θ)aθ ([29]). Then the involution ∗ of
A is graded iff it commutes with any χ ∈ IrrG. Thus in this case the group Ĝ =
IrrG × 〈∗〉 ∼= G × Z/2Z of automorphisms and anti-automorphisms acts on A. We
refer readers for more details about connection of gradings with automorphism group
actions to [7], [8], [27], [29].
For two G-graded ∗-algebras A, B their homomorphism is called graded ∗-
homomorphism if it is graded, and commutes with involution. It happens iff it
commutes with any element of Ĝ. An ideal I ✂ A of a graded algebra with in-
volution A is a graded ∗-ideal if it is graded and invariant under the involution.
For graded algebras with involution we consider only graded ∗-ideals and graded ∗-
homomorphisms. In this case the quotient algebra A/I is also a graded algebra with
involution with the grading and involution induced from A. A G-graded ∗-algebra
is called ∗-graded simple if it has not proper graded ∗-ideals.
We denote by A1 × · · · × Aρ the direct product of algebras A1, . . . , Aρ, and by
A1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Aρ ⊆ A the direct sum of subspaces Ai of an algebra A. It is clear that
the direct product of graded algebras with involution is also a graded algebra with
involution. Throughout the paper we denote by J(A) the Jacobson radical of A,
and by nd(A) the degree of nilpotency of J(A) if A is finite dimensional. By default,
all bases and dimensions of vector spaces are considered over the base field F.
We always consider the lexicographical order on the sets Nm0 , m is a positive
integer number. Note that this order satisfies descending chain condition.
The concept of a graded identity with involution (graded ∗-identity) is the union
of concepts of a graded identity (see [30], [31], [28], [29]) and identity with involu-
tion (see, e.g., [29]). It inherits the principal features of the notion of an ordinary
polynomial identity. We refer the reader to the textbooks [25], [26], [29], and to [30],
[31] on questions concerning ordinary polynomial identities.
Here we study graded ∗-identities of associative G-graded algebras with graded
involution. We prove that a finitely generated G-graded PI-algebra with involution
satisfies exactly the same graded ∗-identities as some finite dimensional graded al-
gebra with involution under the condition of existence of some specific basis of a
∗-graded finite dimensional algebra (Theorem 5.2). The required basis is defined in
Lemma 3.2. We also give a description of ∗-graded simple finite dimensional algebras
over an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero for case of a grading by the
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cyclic group G of a prime order or of order 4 (Theorem 6.1). As a partial case we
obtain
Theorem 6.2 Let q be a prime integer or q = 4. Assume that F is a field of
characteristic zero. Then for any (Z/qZ)-graded finitely generated associative PI-
algebra A with graded involution over F there exists a finite dimensional over F
(Z/qZ)-graded associative algebra C with graded involution such that the ideals of
graded ∗-identities of A and C coincide.
Finally, we suppose that the next assumption can be true in general.
Conjecture 0.1 Let G be a finite abelian group, and F˜ be an algebraically closed
field of characteristic zero. Then any G-graded ∗-simple finite dimensional F˜ -algebra
possesses a basis satisfying the claims of Lemma 3.2.
The problem of existence of the required basis is reduced to Assumption 2.1
concerning the classification of ∗-graded simple finite dimensional algebras over an
algebraically closed field. The confirmation of Conjecture 6.1 will guarantee the
existence of a basis defined in Lemma 3.2. In this case Theorem 5.2 immediately will
imply PI-representability with respect to graded ∗-identities of any finitely generated
G-graded PI-algebra with graded involution over a field F of characteristic zero for
any finite abelian group G.
Conjecture 0.2 Let F be a field of characteristic zero, and G a finite abelian group.
Then a proper giT-ideal of graded ∗-identities of a G-graded finitely generated asso-
ciative PI-algebra with graded involution over F coincides with the ideal of graded
∗-identities of some finite dimensional over F G-graded associative algebra with
graded involution.
It is worth to mention that the condition for a finitely generated algebra to be a
PI-algebra in Theorems 5.1, 5.2, 6.2 is necessary. Since any finite dimensional algebra
is a PI-algebra (an algebra satisfying non-trivial ordinary (non-graded) polynomial
identity) then Theorems 5.1, 5.2, 6.2 can be applied only to giT-ideals containing
some non-trivial T-ideal. We discuss briefly in Section 1 the conditions providing
that a giT-ideal contains a non-trivial T-ideal.
First, we prove Theorem 5.1 about PI-representability with respect to graded
∗-identities for a field of characteristic zero which contains a primitive root of unity
of order m = |G|. Afterwards, we extend this result for any field of characteristic
zero (Theorem 5.2). In order to prove Theorem 5.1 we exploit the techniques created
by A.R.Kemer [31] for the Specht problem solution modified for the case of graded
identities with involution. Earlier these methods also were adopted by A.Belov e
E.Aljadeff for group-graded identities [1], and by author for graded identities of
algebras graded by a finite abelian group [41], and for non-graded identities with
involution [42].
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Here we follow the structure of the proof given in [42]. The majority of con-
structions, properties and arguments from [42] needs only slight adaptation for the
graded case or even can be directly repeated. The main definitions are given for the
completeness of the text, even if they directly repeat the non-graded versions. The
proofs are repeated only if we need to point out some details or conditions which
are peculiar in the graded case. In all other cases we refer the reader to the corre-
sponding statements and arguments of [42] with the appropriate comments. We can
refer the reader also to [41] for some technical details.
We introduce briefly in Section 1 the concept of a graded identity with involution
and the concept of the free graded algebra with involution. In Section 2 we state
the principal assumption (Assumption 2.1) concerning the classification of finite
dimensional ∗-graded simple algebras over an algebraically closed field.
Section 3 is devoted to finite dimensional graded ∗-algebras. We consider their
structure, define a specific basis, introduce the parameters pargi(A) of a finite di-
mensional graded ∗-algebra A, and the Kemer index indgi(Γ) of the giT-ideal Γ
of graded identities with involution of a finitely generated graded PI-algebra with
involution. We establish relations between the structural parameters pargi of finite
dimensional graded ∗-algebras and indices indgi of their giT-ideals. Lemmas 3.2,
3.15 in Section 3 are basic for the proof and represent the principal difference with
the non-graded case [42]. Lemma 3.2 modulo Assumption 2.1 substitutes Lemma 4
of the non-graded case [42], and Lemma 3.15 takes place of Lemma 12 [42]. Lem-
mas 3.4, 3.14, 3.19, 3.20 are the graded versions of Lemmas 5, 9, 14, 15 in [42]
respectively.
Section 4 is devoted to graded identities with forms, representable algebras,
and to the technique of approximation of finitely generated graded algebras with
involution by finite dimensional graded ∗-algebras. This section almost completely
repeats the analogous section in [42]. Observe that the similar constructions (the
free algebra with forms, identities with forms) can be found also in [32], [38], [44].
Section 5 contains the proof of the main theorems (Theorem 5.1, and Theorem 5.2).
We consider algebras over a field of characteristic zero containing a primitive root of
unity of order m = |G| in Theorem 5.1. Its proof is also a slight modification of the
proof in the non-graded case [42]. In Theorem 5.2 this result is extended for case of
any field of characteristic zero.
In Section 6 we consider our problem in a partial case when the group G is
cyclic of a prime order q or of the order q = 4. We give the classification of finite
dimensional ∗-graded simple algebras over an algebraically closed field for a (Z/qZ)-
grading (Theorem 6.1), and obtain the PI-representability with respect to graded
∗-identities of finitely generated graded PI-algebras with graded involution in this
case (Theorem 6.2).
Observe that in Section 1, in the definitions of free graded ∗-algebra with forms
and graded ∗-identities with forms (in Section 4), and in principal Theorems 5.2
(Section 5), 6.2 (Section 6) we consider any field F of characteristic zero. In Section
2 and in Theorem 6.1 we consider algebras over an algebraically closed field F˜ of
characteristic zero. In Section 3, in the major part of Section 4, and in Theorem 5.1
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in Section 5 we assume that F contains a primitive root of unity of order m = |G|.
1 Free graded algebra with involution.
Let F be a field of characteristic zero, and G a finite abelian group, |G| = m. Let
us consider Y = {yiθ|i ∈ N, θ ∈ G}, Z = {ziθ|i ∈ N, θ ∈ G} two countable sets
of pairwise different indeterminants. We denote by degG yiθ = degG zjθ = θ the
G-degree of the variables Y ∪Z with respect to G-grading. Then Y θ = {yiθ|i ∈ N},
Zθ = {ziθ|i ∈ N} are homogeneous variables of G-degree θ ∈ G. We can define
∗-action on monomials over Y ∪ Z by equalities
w∗ = (xi1 · · · xin)∗ = x∗in · · · x∗i1 = (−1)δ(w)xin · · · xi1 , where
y∗jθ = yjθ, z
∗
jθ = −zjθ, xj ∈ Y ∪ Z. (1)
Here the sign is determined by the parity of the number δ(w) of variables of the set
Z in the monomial w. Linear extension of this action is an involution on the free
associative algebra F = F 〈Y,Z〉 generated by the set Y ∪ Z.
The algebra F = F 〈Y,Z〉 is G-graded with the grading F = ⊕θ∈GFθ defined by
Fθ = SpanF {xi1xi2 · · · xin |degG xi1 · · · degG xin = θ, xj ∈ Y ∪ Z}. It is clear that
the involution (1) is graded.
The algebra F is the free associative graded algebra with involution. Its elements
are called graded ∗-polynomials. Note that the set XG = {xiθ = yiθ + ziθ|i ∈ N, θ ∈
G} generates in F the G-graded subalgebra F 〈XG〉 that is isomorphic to the free
associative G-graded algebra ([41]).
Let f = f(x1, . . . , xn) ∈ F 〈Y,Z〉 be a non-trivial graded ∗-polynomial (xi ∈
Y ∪Z). We say that a graded ∗-algebra A satisfies the graded ∗-identity (or graded
identity with involution) f = 0 iff f(a1, . . . , an) = 0 for all homogeneous ai ∈ Aδiθi of
complete degree degĜ ai = degĜ xi = (δi, θi), δi ∈ {+,−}, θi ∈ G (i = 1, . . . , n).
Then Idgi(A) ✂ F 〈Y,Z〉 is the ideal of all graded identities with involution of
A. Similar to the case of graded identities and identities with involution ([31], [41],
[42]) any ideal of graded identities with involution is two-side graded ∗-ideal of
the free graded algebra with involution F 〈Y,Z〉, which is invariant under all its
graded ∗-endomorphisms. We call such ideals giT-ideals. Also any giT-ideal I of
F 〈Y,Z〉 is the ideal of graded ∗-identities of the graded algebra with involution
F 〈Y,Z〉/I. Given a set S ⊆ F 〈Y,Z〉 the giT-ideal generated by S is the minimal
giT-ideal containing S. We denote it by giT [S] ✂ F 〈Y,Z〉. Two G-graded algebras
with involution A and B are called gi-equivalent if they have the same giT-ideals
of graded ∗-identities. We also say that f = g (mod Γ) for a giT-ideal Γ and graded
∗-polynomials f, g ∈ F 〈Y,Z〉 if f − g ∈ Γ.
We assume that a T-ideal of ordinary polynomial identities Γ1, a GT-ideal of
G-graded identities Γ2 or a ∗T-ideal of non-graded identities with involution Γ3 lies
in a giT-ideal Γ if the giT-ideal Γ′i generated by the corresponding ideal Γi lies in
Γ. Recall that a PI-algebra is an algebra satisfying an ordinary polynomial identity.
It is clear that for a G-graded PI-algebra with involution A the ideal of ordinary
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polynomial identities Id(A), the ideal of graded identities IdG(A), and the ideal of
identities with involution Id∗(A) lie in Idgi(A). Note, that A is a PI-algebra iff the
neutral component Ae satisfies a non-trivial ∗-identity, where e is the unit element
of G (it follows from [2], [3], and [4], [23]). Also if F contains m
√
1 then a graded
algebra with involution A is PI-algebra if it satisfies an essential Ĝ-identity ([5], see
also [29]).
We always can assume that a generating set of a finitely generated graded algebra
with involution consists of homogeneous elements. Given a finitely generated graded
∗-algebra A, and a finite homogeneous generating set K let us denote by rkh(K)
the maximal number of generators of the same complete degree in K. Then rkh(A)
is the least rkh(K) for all finite homogeneous generating sets K of A.
We also can consider the free G-graded algebra with involution F 〈Y(ν), Z(ν)〉 of
a finite rank ν generated by the sets Y(ν) = {yiθ|i = 1, . . . , ν; θ ∈ G}, and Z(ν) =
{ziθ|i = 1, . . . , ν; θ ∈ G}. Given a giT-ideal Γ ⊆ F 〈Y,Z〉 and a graded ∗-algebra
B, denote by Γ(B) = {f(b1, . . . , bn)|f ∈ Γ, bi ∈ B } ✂ B the verbal ideal of B
corresponding to Γ, here elements bi ∈ B are homogeneous of appropriate complete
degrees. Then Remark 1 [42] is also true in graded case.
The notions of homogeneous on polynomial degree identity, and linear identity
are analogous to the case of ordinary identities (see [25, 31, 29]). Similarly it is
enough to consider only multilinear graded ∗-identities in the case of characteristic
zero. Let us denote for any n¯ = (n01, n11, . . . , n0m, n1m) ∈ N2m0 (m = |G|) by
Pn¯ the vector subspaces of F formed by all multilinear polynomials depending on
y1θˆi , . . . , yn0iθˆi , z1θˆi , . . . , zn1iθˆi , θi ∈ G (i = 1, . . . ,m). Then given a giT-ideal Γ
the corresponding multilinear parts Γn¯ = Γ ∩ Pn¯ of Γ, and Pn¯(Γ) = Pn¯/Γn¯ of the
relatively free graded algebra with involution F/Γ are (FSn01⊗· · ·⊗FSn1m)-modules.
Here Snji acts on the corresponding set of Ĝ-homogeneous variables independently.
Lemma 1.1 Let G be a finite abelian group, and A a finitely generated associative
G-graded PI-algebra with a graded involution. The giT-ideal of graded ∗-identities
of A contains the ideal of graded ∗-identities of some finite dimensional G-graded
algebra with involution.
Proof. Let Γ = Id∗(A) be the ∗T-ideal of non-graded ∗-identities of A. Then Γ
is non-trivial and Γ ⊆ Idgi(A). By [42] Γ is the ideal of ∗-identities of some finite
dimensional ∗-algebra B. It is clear that the giT-ideal generated by Γ coincides with
the ideal of graded ∗-identities of the finite dimensional G-graded algebra B⊗F F [G]
with the involution induced fromB (and trivial on the group algebra F [G]) (b⊗θ)∗ =
b∗ ⊗ θ, and the grading defined by degG b⊗ θ = θ for all b ∈ B, θ ∈ G. ✷
2 ∗-graded simple algebras. Assumption.
Let F˜ be an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero, and G a finite abelian
group. Consider a finite dimensional G-graded F˜ -algebra C with involution. We call
such an algebra ∗-graded simple if it does not contain a non-trivial graded ∗-ideal. It
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is equivalent to the condition that an algebra has no non-trivial Ĝ-invariant ideals,
where Ĝ = IrrG× 〈∗〉.
The Jacobson radical of a finite dimensional algebra is invariant under the ac-
tion of the group of automorphisms and anti-automorphisms Ĝ. Then over an alge-
braically closed field the radical is a G-graded ∗-ideal (see, e.g., [27]). Particularly,
any finite dimensional ∗-graded simple algebra is semisimple.
For a finite dimensional ∗-graded simple F˜ -algebra C there exist two possibil-
ities. Either C is a G-graded simple algebra with an involution compatible with
the grading, or C contains a proper graded simple ideal B. It is clear that in the
second case C = B × B∗. Hence C is isomorphic to the direct product B × Bop of a
graded simple algebra B and its opposite algebra Bop with the exchange involution
(a, b)∗¯ = (b, a), a ∈ B, b ∈ Bop. The description of G-graded simple algebras is
given by the next lemma.
Lemma 2.1 (Theorem 3, [6]) Let F˜ be an algebraically closed field of character-
istic zero. Then any finite dimensional G-graded simple algebra C over F˜ is isomor-
phic to Mk(F˜
ζ [H]), a matrix algebra over the graded division algebra F˜ ζ [H], where
H is a subgroup of G and ζ : H ×H → F˜ ∗ is a 2-cocycle on H. The G-grading on
Mk(F˜
ζ [H]) is defined by a k-tuple (θ1, . . . , θk) ∈ Gk, so that degG(Eijηξ) = θ−1i ξθj
for any matrix unit Eij and any basic element ηξ of F˜
ζ [H], ξ ∈ H.
Here the graded division algebra F˜ ζ [H] = SpanF { ηξ | ξ ∈ H } is a twisted group
algebra with the product on the basic elements ηθ · ηξ = ζ(θ, ξ) ηθξ determined by a
2-cocycle ζ on a subgroup H ≤ G (θ, ξ ∈ H). It has the natural H-grading defined
by degH ηξ = ξ for any ξ ∈ H. Note that the set {Eijηξ|1 ≤ i, j ≤ k, ξ ∈ H} forms a
multiplicative basis of the G-graded simple algebra Mk(F˜
ζ [H]).
Definition 2.2 A graded involution on the G-graded simple algebra Mk(F˜
ζ [H]) is
called elementary if it satisfies the condition
(Eijηξ)
∗ = αi,j,ξ Ei′j′ηξ′ , 1 ≤ i′, j′ ≤ k, ξ′ ∈ H, αi,j,ξ ∈ {1,−1} (2)
for all i, j = 1, . . . , k, ξ ∈ H.
Observe that (i, j) = (i′, j′) in (2) implies that ξ = ξ′, because the involution is
graded.
Let us give the principle assumption concerning finite dimensional ∗-graded sim-
ple algebras.
Assumption 2.1 We suppose that any finite dimensional ∗-graded simple alge-
bra is isomorphic as a graded ∗-algebra either to G-graded simple algebra C˜(1) =
Mk(F˜
ζ [H]) with an elementary involution, or to the direct product C˜(2) = B × Bop
of a graded simple algebra B = Mk(F˜ ζ [H]) and its opposite algebra Bop with the
exchange involution ∗¯.
Moreover, in any case H is a subgroup of G, and ζ : H × H → Q[ m√1]∗ is a
2-cocycle on H with values in the algebraic extension of rational numbers Q by a
primitive root m
√
1 of one of degree m = |G|.
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In chapters 3, 4, 5 we consider only such ∗-graded simple algebras.
3 Finite dimensional ∗-graded algebras.
Let F be a field of characteristic zero. Assume that F contains a primitive root m
√
1
of one of degree m = |G|. Suppose that A is a G-graded algebra with involution,
finite dimensional over the base field F . Repeating the proof of Lemma 2.2 [10] for
the group Ĝ = IrrG × 〈∗〉 ∈ Aut∗(A), and applying results of [43] we obtain the
Wedderburn-Malcev decomposition for G-graded algebras with involution.
Lemma 3.1 Let F be a field of characteristic zero containing a primitive root m
√
1
of 1 of degree m = |G|. Any finite dimensional G-graded F -algebra with involution
A′ is isomorphic as a graded ∗-algebra to a G-graded F -algebra with involution of
the form
A = C1 × · · · × Cp ⊕ J. (3)
Where the Jacobson radical J = J(A) of A is a graded ∗-ideal, B = C1 × · · · × Cp
is a maximal semisimple graded ∗-invariant subalgebra of A, Cl are ∗-graded simple
algebras (p ∈ N⋃{0}).
Given a graded ∗-algebra B (not necessarily without unit) we denote by B# =
B ⊕ F · 1F the graded ∗-algebra with the adjoint unit 1F . We assume that 1F has
complete degree (+, e).
Similarly to [41, 42] we construct for an algebra A of the form (3) the graded
algebra with involution with the free Jacobson radical. Given a graded ∗-subalgebra
B˜ ⊆ B we take the free product B˜# ∗F F 〈Y(q), Z(q)〉# of B˜# with the free unitary
graded ∗-algebra F 〈Y(q), Z(q)〉# of rank q. Consider its subalgebra B˜(Y(q), Z(q)) gen-
erated by the set B˜ ∪ F 〈Y(q), Z(q)〉. It is clear that B˜(Y(q), Z(q)) = B˜ ⊕ (Y(q), Z(q)) is
a graded ∗-algebra, where (Y(q), Z(q)) is the two-sided graded ∗-ideal of B˜(Y(q), Z(q))
generated by the set of variables Y(q) ∪ Z(q).
Given a giT-ideal Γ and a positive integer number s consider the quotient algebra
Rq,s(B˜,Γ) = B˜(Y(q), Z(q))/(Γ(B˜(Y(q), Z(q))) + (Y(q), Z(q))s). (4)
Denote also Rq,s(A) = Rq,s(B, Idgi(A)).
If F is algebraically closed then using Assumption 2.1 we obtain more detailed
description of a finite dimensional graded ∗-algebra. Consider a sequence C1, . . . , Cp
of p ∗-graded simple algebras of the types C˜(1), C˜(2). Suppose that the algebra Cl
of this sequence is a G-graded simple algebra with an elementary involution (i.e. Cl
is of the type C˜(1)). Let us denote by
e
(ξl)
l,(iljl)
= El,iljlηξl (1 ≤ il, jl ≤ kl, ξl ∈ Hl)
the basic element of Cl =Mkl(F
ζl [Hl]).
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Consider the case when Cl = C˜
(2) = B×Bop is the direct product of a G-graded
simple algebra B = Mkl(F ζl [Hl]) and its opposite algebra Bop with the exchange
involution (Cl is of the type C˜
(2)). Then we denote
e
(ξl)
l,(iljl)
= ηξl(El,iljl, El,iljl) = (El,iljlηξl , El,iljlηξl), and
e˜
(ξl)
l,(iljl)
= ηξl(El,iljl,−El,iljl) = (El,iljlηξl ,−El,iljlηξl), (1 ≤ il, jl ≤ kl),
El,iljl are the matrix units, ηξl is the basic element of F
ζl [Hl] corresponding to
ξl ∈ Hl. Note that in this case (Cl = C˜(2)) all the elements e(ξl)l,(iljl) are symmetric,
and e˜
(ξl)
l,(iljl)
skew-symmetric with respect to involution.
For the second case let us consider also the elements
el,(iljl,i′lj
′
l
) = ηe(El,iljl , El,i′lj
′
l
) = (El,iljlηe, El,i′lj
′
l
ηe) =
1/2(e
(e)
l,(iljl)
+ e˜
(e)
l,(iljl)
+ e
(e)
l,(i′
l
j′
l
)
− e˜(e)
l,(i′
l
j′
l
)
), and (5)
e˜l,(iljl,i′lj
′
l
) = ηe(El,iljl ,−El,i′lj′l) = (El,iljlηe,−El,i′lj′lηe) =
1/2(e
(e)
l,(iljl)
+ e˜
(e)
l,(iljl)
− e(e)
l,(i′
l
j′
l
)
+ e˜
(e)
l,(i′
l
j′
l
)
), (1 ≤ il, jl, i′l, j′l ≤ kl).
It is possible that these elements are not G-homogeneous, depending on the indices
il, jl, i
′
l, j
′
l .
It is clear that all elements e
(ξl)
l,(iljl)
, e˜
(ξl)
l,(iljl)
(ξl ∈ Hl, 1 ≤ il, jl ≤ kl), admitted
for Cl, form a G-homogeneous basis of Cl. Moreover, their symmetric and skew-
symmetric parts with respect to the involution (eliminating proportional elements
and zeros) form a Ĝ-homogeneous basis of Cl. This basis of Cl will be considered as
canonical.
More precisely, for simple algebras of the second type C˜(2) elements e
(ξl)
l,(iljl)
, e˜
(ξl)
l,(iljl)
are Ĝ-homogeneous, and their symmetric and skew-symmetric parts coincide with
them, d
(+,θ)
liljl
= e
(ξl)
l,(iljl)
, d
(−,θ)
liljl
= e˜
(ξl)
l,(iljl)
, θ = degG e
(ξl)
l,(iljl)
= degG e˜
(ξl)
l,(iljl)
= θ−1il ξlθjl.
For algebras of the type C˜(1) the next alternative follows from (2). If (il, jl) = (i
′
l, j
′
l)
then e
(ξl)
l,(iljl)
is a symmetric or skew-symmetric element. In this case d
(δ,θ)
liljl
= e
(ξl)
l,(iljl)
for (δ, θ) = degĜ e
(ξl)
l,(iljl)
. If (il, jl) 6= (i′l, j′l) then we have for the couple of pairs of
indices (il, jl) and (i
′
l, j
′
l), and elements ξl, ξ
′
l ∈ Hl the equalities (e(ξl)l,(iljl))∗ = α e
(ξ′
l
)
l,(i′
l
j′
l
)
,
(e
(ξ′
l
)
l,(i′
l
j′
l
))
∗ = α e
(ξl)
l,(iljl)
, where α ∈ {1,−1}. Then we denote the symmetric part of
e
(ξl)
l,(iljl)
by d
(+,θ)
liljl
= 1/2(e
(ξl)
l,(iljl)
± e(ξ′l)
l,(i′
l
j′
l
)
), and the skew-symmetric part by d
(−,θ)
li′
l
j′
l
=
1/2(e
(ξl)
l,(iljl)
∓ e(ξ′l)
l,(i′
l
j′
l
)
), where θ = degG e
(ξl)
l,(iljl)
= θ−1il ξlθjl = degG e
(ξ′
l
)
l,(i′
l
j′
l
)
= θ−1
i′
l
ξ′lθj′l .
In any case the canonical basis of Cl is formed by all non-zero elements d
(δ,θ)
liljl
.
We denote by Il,(δ,θ) = {(il, jl)|d(δ,θ)liljl 6= 0 } the set of all couples of indices (il, jl)
such that the corresponding basic element d
(δ,θ)
liljl
has the complete degree (δ, θ) ∈ Ĝ.
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Thus, Lemma 3.1 and Assumption 2.1 immediately imply the structure descrip-
tion of a finite dimensional ∗-graded simple algebra.
Lemma 3.2 Let F be an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero. Suppose
that a finite abelian group G admits the classification of finite dimensional ∗-graded
simple algebras given in Assumption 2.1. Then any finite dimensional G-graded
F -algebra with involution A is isomorphic to a G-graded F -algebra with involution
A′ = C1 × · · · × Cp ⊕ J. Where any ∗-graded simple subalgebra Cl is isomorphic to
an algebra C˜(1) or C˜(2) of Asumption 2.1 (l = 1, . . . , p).
Moreover, A′ can be generated as a vector space by sets of its Ĝ-homogeneous
elements D(δ,θ), U(δ,θ) ⊆ A′ (δ ∈ {+,−}, θ ∈ G) of the form
D(δ,θ) = {d(δ,θ)liljl = εld
(δ,θ)
liljl
εl | (il, jl) ∈ Il,(δ,θ); 1 ≤ l ≤ p}, (6)
U(+,θ) = {(εl′rεl′′ + εl′′r∗εl′)/2| 1 ≤ l′ ≤ l′′ ≤ p+ 1; r ∈ Jθ}
U(−,θ) = {(εl′rεl′′ − εl′′r∗εl′)/2| 1 ≤ l′ ≤ l′′ ≤ p+ 1; r ∈ Jθ}. (7)
Here D =
⋃
(δ,θ)∈Ĝ
D(δ,θ) is the union of the canonical bases of Cl (l = 1, . . . , p),
U =
⋃
(δ,θ)∈Ĝ
U(δ,θ) ⊆ J is the set of Ĝ-homogeneous radical elements.
Particularly, for any admitted element e
(ξl)
l,(iljl)
of Cl (ξl ∈ G, 1 ≤ il, jl ≤ kl,
l = 1, . . . , p) there are two possibilities. In the first case e
(ξl)
l,(iljl)
is symmetric or
skew-symmetric with respect to involution. Then it coincides with the corresponding
element d
(δ,θ)
liljl
, where θ = degG e
(ξl)
l,(iljl)
= θ−1il ξlθjl. In the other case e
(ξl)
l,(iljl)
forms a
pair with the uniquely defined element e
(ξ′
l
)
l,(i′
l
j′
l
)
= ±(e(ξl)l,(iljl))∗. Any such pair bijectively
corresponds to the pair {d(+,θ)liljl , d
(−,θ)
li′
l
j′
l
} of elements of D. Where e(ξl)l,(iljl), e
(ξ′
l
)
l,(i′
l
j′
l
)
are the sum, and the difference of d
(+,θ)
liljl
, d
(−,θ)
li′
l
j′
l
. And d
(+,θ)
liljl
, d
(−,θ)
li′
l
j′
l
are the linear
combinations of e
(ξl)
l,(iljl)
, e
(ξ′
l
)
l,(i′
l
j′
l
)
with coefficients 1/2, −1/2. Here θ = degG d(δ,θ)liljl =
degG e
(ξl)
l,(iljl)
= θ−1il ξlθjl . An element e˜
(ξl)
l,(iljl)
coincides with the corresponding d
(−,θ)
liljl
,
θ = degG d
(δ,θ)
liljl
= degG e˜
(ξl)
l,(iljl)
= θ−1il ξlθjl (1 ≤ il, jl ≤ kl, l = 1, . . . , p).
The element εl = (1/λl)
∑kl
il=1
e
(e)
l,(ilil)
is the minimal orthogonal central idempo-
tent of B′ = C1 × · · · × Cp, corresponding to the unit element of the l-th Ĝ-simple
component Cl of the algebra A
′, λl = ζl(e, e) ∈ Q[ m
√
1]∗ (for any l = 1, . . . , p).
In the definition (7) of the set U = ∪
(δ,θ)∈Ĝ
U(δ,θ) the element r runs on a G-
homogeneous set of elements of the Jacobson radical J = ⊕p+1l′,l′′=1(⊕θ∈Gεl′Jθεl′′).
εp+1 = 1 − (ε1 + · · · + εp) is the adjoint idempotent. Particularly, εp+1 = 0 if A
is a unitary algebra. All idempotents εl are Ĝ-homogeneous of degree (+, e) (l =
1, . . . , p + 1).
If we consider identities then the statement of Lemma 3.2 can be extended in
some sense for the case of any field F of characteristic zero containing a primitive
root m
√
1.
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Definition 3.3 An F -algebra A is called representable if A can be embedded into
some algebra C that is finite dimensional over an extension F˜ ⊇ F of the base field
F.
Lemma 3.4 Let F be a field of characteristic zero containing m
√
1. Suppose that
Assumption 2.1 is true for any algebraically closed extension F˜ ⊇ F. Then any rep-
resentable G-graded F -algebra with involution A is gi-equivalent to some F -finite di-
mensional G-graded algebra with involution A′ that satisfies all the claims of Lemma
3.2.
Proof. We always can assume that the extension F˜ ⊇ F is algebraically closed.
Suppose that A is isomorphic to an F -subalgebra B of a finite dimensional F˜ -algebra
B˜. It is clear that B can be considered G-graded with involution induced from A.
Consider a subalgebra U = {(b, b∗) |b ∈ B} of the F -algebra B ×Bop. U is G-graded
with the grading Uθ = {(bθ, b∗θ) |bθ ∈ Bθ}, θ ∈ G, and has the exchange involution
(b, b∗)e¯x = (b∗, b), b ∈ B. Then we consider U˜ =∑θ∈G U˜θ, where U˜θ = F˜Uθ ⊗F˜ F˜ θ
(θ ∈ G). U˜ is an F˜ -subalgebra of the algebra (B˜ × B˜op) ⊗F˜ F˜ [G]. Hence U˜ is
a finite dimensional F˜ -algebra. As an F -algebra U˜ is G-graded with the graded
involution ⋆ defined by (α(b, b∗) ⊗ θ)⋆ = α(b∗, b) ⊗ θ, α ∈ F˜ , b ∈ B, θ ∈ G. If we
consider all the algebras and graded ∗-identities over the base field F then we have
Idgi(U˜) = Idgi(B) = Idgi(A).
By Lemma 3.2 the graded F˜ -algebra with involution U˜ has the decomposition
(3), where the ∗-graded simple F˜ -algebras C˜l are of the type C˜(1) or C˜(2). We can
see from Assumption 2.1 that C˜l = F˜Cl (l = 1, . . . , p), where Cl is the ∗-graded
simple F -algebra generated as a vector space over the base field F by the same
canonical Ĝ-homogeneous basis as C˜l over F˜ . Let us take B = C1 × · · · × Cp, R
is an F˜ -basis of J(U˜), Γ = Idgi(A), q = dimF˜ J(U˜) = |R|, s = nd(U˜). Then the
F -algebra A′ = Rq,s(B,Γ) defined by (4) is a graded algebra with involution which
is finite dimensional over F . Note that U˜θ is F˜ -subspace of U˜ , and the involution ⋆
of U˜ is F˜ -linear. Hence, it is enough to verify multilinear graded F -identities with
involution of U˜ only on Ĝ-homogeneous elements b ∈ B, r ∈ R. It follows from
the graded version of Lemma 3 [42] that A′ satisfies all claims of Lemma 3.2, and
Idgi(A′) = Idgi(U˜) = Idgi(A). ✷
Definition 3.5 We say that an F -finite dimensional G-graded ∗-algebra A′ has an
elementary decomposition if it satisfies all the claims of Lemma 3.2.
It is clear that the direct product of algebras with elementary decomposition
is the algebra with elementary decomposition. Also if F is algebraically closed
and admits for the group G the classification of finite dimensional ∗-graded simple
algebras given in Assumption 2.1 then any finite dimensional G-graded F -algebra
with involution has an elementary decomposition.
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Corollary 3.6 Let F˜ ⊇ F be an algebraically closed extension such that Assumption
2.1 is true over F˜ . Suppose that F contains m
√
1. Then any finite dimensional G-
graded F -algebra with involution is gi-equivalent to a finite dimensional G-graded
F -algebra with involution with elementary decomposition.
Proof. A finite dimensional graded F -algebra with involution A can be naturally
embedded to the graded ∗-algebra A˜ = A ⊗F F˜ preserving graded ∗-identities.
We assume here (a ⊗ α)∗ = a∗ ⊗ α, and degG a ⊗ α = degG a, for all a ∈ A,
α ∈ F˜ . The algebra A˜ is finite dimensional over F˜ . By Lemma 3.4 there exists a
finite dimensional G-graded ∗-algebra A′ with elementary decomposition such that
Idgi(A′) = Idgi(A˜) = Idgi(A). Where all identities are considered over the field F. ✷
Particularly, if Assumption 2.1 is true for the algebraic closure of F then for
graded ∗-identities of finite dimensional algebras we can consider only algebras with
elementary decomposition.
We assume further that the base field F contains a primitive root m
√
1 of one of
degree m = |G|, and Assumption 2.1 is true for the group G over any algebraically
closed extension F˜ ⊇ F. It means that a basis of a finite dimensional graded F -
algebra with involution A always can be chosen in the set D ∪ U. Where D is
Ĝ-homogeneous basis of the semisimple part B = C1 × · · · × Cp of A. Particularly,
we have |⋃pl=1 Il,(δ,θ)| = |D(δ,θ)| = dimF Bδθ .
Therefore for a multilinear graded ∗-polynomial it is enough to consider only
evaluations by elements of D ∪ U of variables of corresponding Ĝ-degree. Such
evaluations are called elementary. Elements of the set D are called semisimple, and
elements of U are radical.
Similarly to the case of group graded identities [41], and ∗-identities [42] we
define the numeric parameters of a finite dimensional G-graded ∗-algebra, and of
the ideal of graded ∗-identities of a finitely generated G-graded PI-algebra with
involution. Assume that G = {e = θˆ1, θˆ2, . . . , θˆm}, m = |G|, e is the unit of G.
Ĝ = IrrG× 〈∗〉 ⊆ Aut∗(A).
Definition 3.7 Let A = B ⊕ J be a finite dimensional G-graded F -algebra with
graded involution. Where B =
∑
(δ,θ)∈Ĝ
Bδθ is a maximal semisimple graded ∗-
invariant subalgebra of A, and J(A) = J the Jacobson radical of A. We denote
by dimsgiA = (dimB
+
θˆ1
,dimB−
θˆ1
, . . . ,dimB+
θˆm
,dimB−
θˆm
) the collection of dimensions
of all Ĝ-homogeneous parts of the semisimple subalgebra B.
Recall also that we denote by nd(A) the degree of nilpotency of the radical J.
Then the parameter of A is pargi(A) = (dimsgiA; nd(A)).
cpargi(A) = (pargi(A); dim J(A)) is called the complex parameter of A.
Note that for any nonzero two-sided graded ∗-ideal I✂A of A it holds cpargi(A/I) <
cpargi(A).
Let f = f(s1, . . . , sk, x1, . . . , xn) ∈ F 〈Y,Z〉 be a polynomial linear on a set
S = {s1, . . . , sk} of homogeneous variables (S ⊆ Y θ or S ⊆ Zθ, θ ∈ G). Then f
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is alternating on S, if f(sσ(1), . . . , sσ(k), x1, . . . , xn) = (−1)σf(s1, . . . , sk, x1, . . . , xn)
holds for any permutation σ ∈ Sk.
It is clear that a polynomial f(s1, . . . , sk, x1, . . . , xn) is alternating on the set
S = {s1, . . . , sk} if and only if
f(s1, . . . , sk, x1, . . . , xn) = AS(g) =
∑
σ∈Sk
(−1)σg(sσ(1), . . . , sσ(k), x1, . . . , xn)
for some graded ∗-polynomial g(s1, . . . , sk, x1, . . . , xn) which is linear on the set S.
The mapping AS is a graded linear transformation and is called alternator. The
properties of alternating graded ∗-polynomials are similar to the case of ordinary
polynomials (see, e.g. [25], [31], [29]). Note also that an alternator commutes with
involution.
Given a 2m-tuple t = (t1, . . . , t2m) ∈ N2m0 we say that a graded ∗-polynomial f ∈
F 〈Y,Z〉 has the collection of t-alternating homogeneous variables (f is t-alternating)
if f(Y1, Z1, . . . , Ym, Zm,X) is linear on
⋃m
j=1(Yj ∪ Zj), and f is alternating on each
of the sets Yj ⊆ Y θˆj , Zj ⊆ Z θˆj , where |Yj | = t2j−1, |Zj | = t2j , j = 1, . . . ,m.
Recall that we order 2m-tuples lexicographically. The definitions of the type of
a multihomogeneous on degrees polynomial f ∈ F 〈Y,Z〉, and the Kemer index of
giT-ideal of a finitely generated graded PI-algebra with graded involution repeat the
corresponding definitions for the case of graded polynomials [41]. We will consider
them for the completeness of the text.
Definition 3.8 Given a 2m-tuple t = (t1, . . . , t2m) ∈ N2m0 consider some (possibly
different) collections τ1, . . . , τs ∈ N2m0 satisfying the conditions τj > t for any j =
1, . . . , s. Let f ∈ F 〈Y,Z〉 be a multihomogeneous graded ∗-polynomial. Suppose that
f = f(S1, . . . , Ss+µ;X) is simultaneously τj-alternating on Sj = ∪θ∈G(Y θj ∪ Zθj ) for
any j = 1, . . . , s, and t-alternating on any Sj = ∪θ∈G(Y θj ∪Zθj ), j = s+1, . . . , s+µ.
All the collections Sj are pairwise disjoint. Then we say that f has the type (t; s;µ).
Here |Y θˆij | = τj,2i−1, |Z θˆij | = τj,2i for any j = 1, . . . , s or |Y θˆij | = t2i−1, |Z θˆij | = t2i
for all j = s+ 1, . . . , s+ µ (i = 1, . . . ,m).
Note that multihomogeneous polynomials f and f∗ always have the same type.
Definition 3.9 Given a giT-ideal Γ✂F 〈Y,Z〉 the parameter β(Γ) = t is the greatest
lexicographic 2m-tuple t ∈ N2m0 such that for any µ ∈ N there exists a graded ∗-
polynomial f /∈ Γ of the type (t; 0;µ).
Definition 3.10 Given a nonnegative integer µ let γ(Γ;µ) = s ∈ N be the smallest
natural s such that any graded ∗-polynomial of the type (β(Γ); s;µ) belongs to Γ.
γ(Γ;µ) is a positive non-increasing function on µ. Let us denote the limit of this
function γ(Γ) = lim
µ→∞
γ(Γ;µ) ∈ N.
Definition 3.11 The (2m + 1)-tuple indgi(Γ) = (β(Γ); γ(Γ)) is called by Kemer
index of a giT-ideal Γ.
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A finitely generated PI-algebra satisfies a non-graded Capelli identity [36]. Sim-
ilarly to the case of GT-ideals [41] and ∗T-ideals [42] the Kemer index is well de-
fined for the giT-ideal of graded ∗-identities of a finitely generated G-graded PI-
algebra with involution. We denote indgi(A) = indgi(Id
gi(A)) for a finitely gener-
ated graded PI-algebra A with involution. A is nilpotent of degree s if and only if
indgi(A) = pargi(A) = (0, . . . , 0; s).
We obtain automatically the notion of µ-boundary polynomials for a giT-ideal.
Definition 3.12 (Definition 7, [42]) Given a nonnegative integer µ a nontrivial
multihomogeneous polynomial f ∈ F 〈Y,Z〉 is called µ-boundary polynomial for a
giT-ideal Γ if f /∈ Γ, and f has the type (β(Γ); γ(Γ) − 1;µ).
Denote by Sµ(Γ) the set of all µ-boundary polynomials for Γ. Then Sµ(A) =
Sµ(Id
gi(A)), Kµ(Γ) = giT [Sµ(Γ)], Kµ,A = giT [Sµ(A)].
The set Sµ(Γ) of all µ-boundary polynomials of a giT-ideal Γ, and the Kemer
index satisfy the same basic properties as in the case of GT-ideals and ∗T-ideals
(see Lemmas 4-10 [41], and Lemmas 6-8 [42]). Observe that these properties do not
depend on the type of identities. They are completely determined by Definitions
3.9-3.12 (see the arguments in [41]).
We can consider also the graded version of a ∗PI-reduced algebra. We call it
gi-reduced algebra.
Definition 3.13 A finite dimensional G-graded ∗-algebra A with elementary decom-
position is gi-reduced if there do not exist finite dimensional G-graded ∗-algebras with
elementary decomposition A1, . . . , A̺ (̺ ∈ N) such that
⋂̺
i=1
Idgi(Ai) = Id
gi(A), and
cpargi(Ai) < cpargi(A) for all i = 1, . . . , ̺.
The next graded modification of Lemma 9 [42] holds.
Lemma 3.14 Given a gi-reduced algebra A with the Wedderburn-Malcev decompo-
sition (3) A = (C1 × · · · × Cp) ⊕ J, we have Cσ(1)JCσ(2)J · · · JCσ(p) 6= 0 for some
σ ∈ Sp.
Proof. Suppose that Cσ(1)JCσ(2)J · · · JCσ(p) = 0 for any σ ∈ Symp. Consider
G-graded ∗-algebras with elementary decomposition Ai = (
∏
1≤j≤p
j 6=i
Cj) ⊕ J(A) (i =
1, . . . , p). We have for them Idgi(A) =
p⋂
i=1
Idgi(Ai), and dimsgiAi < dimsgiA for any
i = 1, . . . , p. This contradicts to the definition of gi-reduced algebra. ✷
Particularly, we have nd(A) ≥ p for a gi-reduced algebra A. Then Corollary
3.6 along with the properties of µ-boundary polynomials implies also the graded
versions of Lemmas 10, 11 [42] (see the proofs in [41]).
The Kemer index and parameters of gi-reduced algebras are related in a similar
way as in case of non-graded involution. It is the crucial point of our proof.
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Lemma 3.15 Given a gi-reduced algebra A we have β(A) = dimsgiA. Any ∗-graded
simple finite dimensional algebra C with elementary decomposition is gi-reduced,
and indgi(C) = pargi(C) = (t1, . . . , t2m; 1).
Proof. If A is nilpotent then the assertion of Lemma is trivial. Suppose that A
is a non-nilpotent gi-reduced algebra. By the graded version of Lemma 6 [42] we
have β(A) ≤ dimsgiA. Thus it is enough to find a graded ∗-polynomial of the type
(dimsgiA; 0; sˆ) which is not a graded identity with involution of A for any sˆ ∈ N.
Consider the elementary decomposition (3) of A. Similarly to Lemma 12 [42]
for any ∗-graded simple component Cl (l = 1, . . . , p) we take sˆ sets of distinct
Ĝ-homogeneous variables Y
(δ,θ)
l,m = {y(δ,θ)l,(iljl),m|(il, jl) ∈ Il,(δ,θ)} corresponding to the
canonical basic elements d
(δ,θ)
liljl
∈ D(δ,θ) (see (6)). Here Y (+,θ)l,m ⊆ Y θ, and Y (−,θ)l,m ⊆ Zθ,
δ ∈ {+,−}, θ ∈ G, m = 1, . . . , sˆ.
Suppose that Cl = C˜
(q) with q = 1, 2. Then consider the polynomial wl,m(Yl,m,Xl)
which is the product of all variables of the set Yl,m = ∪(δ,θ)∈ĜY
(δ,θ)
l,m connected by
xl,(ij) if q = 1 or by xl,(ij,i′j′) if q = 2. Here we take xl,(ij) = π1 y˜l,(ij)+ π2 z˜l,(ij), and
xl,(ij,i′j′) = 1/2(π3 y˜l,(ij) + π4 z˜l,(ij) + π5 y˜l,(i′j′) + π6 z˜l,(i′j′)) for 1 ≤ i, j, i′, j′ ≤ kl.
Where πs ∈ {0, 1,−1}, and y˜l,(ij) ∈ Y, z˜l,(ij) ∈ Z with degG y˜l,(ij) = degG z˜l,(ij) =
degG e
(e)
l,(ij). We also say here that xl,(j1i2), and xl,(j1i2,j2i1) connect the variable
y
(δ1,θ1)
l,(i1j1),m
with y
(δ2,θ2)
l,(i2j2),m
, and y
(δ1,θ1)
l,(i1j1),m
xl,(j1i2)y
(δ2,θ2)
l,(i2j2),m
, y
(δ1,θ1)
l,(i1j1),m
xl,(j1i2,j2i1)y
(δ2,θ2)
l,(i2j2),m
are the corresponding connected product of these variables. Then we denote Xl =
{y˜l,(ij), z˜l,(ij)|1 ≤ i, j ≤ kl}.
By Lemma 3.14 we can assume without lost of generality that A contains an
element
a = e
(e)
1,(s1s1)
r1e
(e)
2,(s2s2)
· · · e(e)p−1,(sp−1sp−1)rp−1e
(e)
p,(spsp)
6= 0, (8)
where rl ∈ U are some Ĝ-homogeneous basic radical elements chosen in the set U
(Lemma 3.2).
Then in the case q = 1 let us consider the graded ∗-polynomial Wl,sl = xl,(sltl) ·(∏sˆ
m=1(xl,(tl1) · wl,m)
) · x′l,(tlsl). And for q = 2 let us take Wl,sl = xl,(sltl,t′lsl) ·(∏sˆ
m=1(xl,(tl1,1t′l) ·wl,m)
) · x′l,(tlsl,slt′l). Where sl are given by (8), and tl, t′l are chosen
to connect the word wl,m with wl,m+1. The variables x
′
l,(ij), and x
′
l,(ij,i′j′) are defined
as linear combinations of Ĝ-homogeneous variables of the set X ′l = {y˜′l,(ij), z˜′l,(ij)|1 ≤
i, j ≤ kl} similarly to xl,(ij), and xl,(ij,i′j′).
Denote Y
(δ,θ)
(m) =
⋃p
l=1 Y
(δ,θ)
l,m ((δ, θ) ∈ Ĝ). The polynomial
f =
( sˆ∏
m=1
∏
(δ,θ)∈Ĝ
A
Y
(δ,θ)
(m)
)
W1,s1 xˆ1 W2,s2 xˆ2 · · · xˆp−1 Wp,sp (9)
is (dimsgiA)-alternating on any set Y(m) for all m = 1, . . . , sˆ. Here xˆq ∈ Y θ if
rq ∈ U(+,θ), and xˆq ∈ Zθ if rq ∈ U(−,θ) in (8), q = 1, . . . , p − 1.
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Then the evaluation
y
(δ,θ)
l,(iljl),m
= d
(δ,θ)
liljl
, (il, jl) ∈ Il,(δ,θ);
xˆq = rq;
l = 1, . . . , p; q = 1, . . . , p− 1; m = 1, . . . , sˆ; (δ, θ) ∈ Ĝ; (10)
of the polynomial f is equal to αa 6= 0, where the element a ∈ A is defined in
(8), and the non-zero coefficient α ∈ F is the product of the corresponding values
of the 2-cocycles ζl divided by 2
cl , cl ∈ N (see the proof of Lemma 12 [42], and
Lemmas 11, 15 [41]). Here the elementary substitution of variables of the sets Xl,
X ′l , and the coefficients πs ∈ {0, 1,−1} for any collection (l, (i, j)) are chosen to
guarantee xl,(iljl) = e
(e)
l,(iljl)
, xl,(iljl,i′lj
′
l
) = el,(iljl,i′lj
′
l
) (see Lemma 3.2, and (5)); and
x′l,(iljl) = e
(θl)
l,(iljl)
, x′l,(iljl,i′lj
′
l
) = ηθl(Eliljl , (−1)k
2
l
|Hl|Eli′
l
j′
l
) for the suitable element
θl ∈ Hl (1 ≤ il, jl, i′l, j′l ≤ kl, 1 ≤ l ≤ p).
Therefore we have f /∈ Idgi(A). Hence at least one multihomogeneous component
f˜ of f is not a graded ∗-identity of A also, and it is (dimsgiA)-alternating on any
set Y(m), m = 1, . . . , sˆ. Thus f˜ is the required polynomial.
Notice that the condition of gi-reducibility of A is necessary only to find in
A a non-zero element (8). If A is a ∗-graded simple algebra with elementary de-
composition (p = 1) then instead of a in (8) we take e
(e)
1,(11)
, and will also ob-
tain β(A) = dimsgiA. Since indgi(A) ≤ pargi(A) = (β(A); 1), and γ(A) > 0
then indgi(A) = pargi(A). By the graded version of Lemma 6 [42] the conditions
dim J(A) = 0, and indgi(A) = pargi(A) imply that A is gi-reduced. ✷
Assume that a finite dimensional graded algebra with involution A has an ele-
mentary decomposition. Similarly to [41], [42] we define special types of evaluations
of variables of a graded ∗-polynomial in A: elementary complete and elementary
thin evaluations. We also define the notion of an exact polynomial related with
these evaluations.
Definition 3.16 An elementary evaluation (a1, . . . , an) of Ĝ-homogeneous elements
of A (namely, ai ∈ D∪U ⊆ A (6), (7)) is called incomplete if there exists j = 1, . . . , p
such that
{a1, . . . , an} ∩
(
Cj ⊕p+1l=1 (εjJεl + εlJεj)
)
= ∅.
Otherwise the evaluation (a1, . . . , an) is called complete.
Definition 3.17 An elementary evaluation (a1, . . . , an) ∈ An is called thin if it
contains strictly less than nd(A)− 1 radical elements (not necessarily distinct).
Definition 3.18 We say that a multilinear graded ∗-polynomial f(x1, . . . , xn) ∈
F 〈Y,Z〉 is exact for a finite dimensional graded ∗-algebra A with elementary de-
composition if f(a1, . . . , an) = 0 holds in A for any thin or incomplete evaluation
(a1, . . . , an) ∈ An.
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By Lemma 3.2 we have that dimF (Cl)
+
e > 0 for any l = 1, . . . , p. Hence the
arguments similar to original ones prove the graded version of Lemma 13 [42]. The
next two statements are also true for graded ∗-identities.
Lemma 3.19 Any nonzero gi-reduced algebra A has an exact polynomial, that is
not a graded ∗-identity of A.
Proof. If A is nilpotent then the assertion follows from the graded version of Lemma
13 [42]. Suppose that A is a non-nilpotent graded ∗-algebra satisfying the claims
of Lemma 3.2. Consider its ∗-invariant graded subalgebras Ai = (
∏
1≤j≤p
j 6=i
Cj) ⊕ J(A)
for all i = 1, . . . , p. Take q = dimF J(A), s = nd(A) − 1. By the graded version
of Lemma 3 [42] the graded ∗-algebra Rq,s(A) has an elementary decomposition,
and Idgi(A) ⊆ Idgi(A˜), where A˜ = A1 × · · · × Ap × Rq,s(A). Consider any map
of the set Y(q) ∪ Z(q) onto a Ĝ-homogeneous basis of J(A) of the form (7) which
preserves Ĝ-degrees of variables. Such map can be extended to a surjective graded
∗-homomorphism ϕ : B(Y(q), Z(q))→ A, assuming ϕ(b) = b for any b ∈ B.
Therefore similarly to Lemma 14 [42] any multilinear graded ∗-identity of the
algebra A˜ is exact for A. It is clear that all the algebras Ai, and the algebra
Rq,s(A) have the complex parameter less than A. Since A is gi-reduced then we
have Idgi(A) $ Idgi(A˜). Any multilinear polynomial f such that f ∈ Idgi(A˜), and
f /∈ Idgi(A) satisfies the assertion of the lemma. ✷
Lemma 3.20 Let A be a finite dimensional graded ∗-algebra with an elementary
decomposition, h an exact polynomial for A, and a¯ ∈ An a complete evaluation of h
containing exactly s˜ = nd(A)− 1 radical elements. Then for any µ ∈ N0 there exist
a graded ∗-polynomial hµ ∈ giT [h], and an elementary evaluation u¯ of hµ in A such
that:
1. hµ(Z1, . . . ,Zs˜+µ,X ) is τj-alternating on any set Zj with τj > β = dimsgiA for
all j = 1, . . . , s˜, and is β-alternating on any Zj for j = s˜ + 1, . . . , s˜ + µ (all
the sets Zj , X ⊆ (Y ∪ Z) are disjoint),
2. hµ(u¯) = h(a¯),
3. all the variables from X are replaced by semisimple elements.
Proof. Consider the decomposition (3) of A. Take any l = 1, . . . , p. LetWl,sl(Y˜l, X˜l)
be defined as in Lemma 3.15 for sˆ = s˜ + µ. Here Y˜l = ∪s˜+µm=1Yl,m, X˜l = Xl ∪ X ′l .
Suppose that the evaluation (10) of the polynomial Wl,sl is equal to αl,sle
e
l,(sl,sl)
(Lemma 3.15, see also Lemma 12 [42], and Lemmas 11, 15 [41]), where αl,sl ∈ F is the
non-zero coefficient. Consider the polynomial f˜l(Y˜l, X˜l) = (1/λl)
∑kl
sl=1
1/αl,slWl,sl,
where λl = ζl(e, e) (see Lemma 3.2).
Notice that the polynomial f˜l is not necessary G-homogeneous due to terms
xl,(ij,i′j′) that can be non-homogeneous. Denote by f¯l the e-component of f˜l in
G-grading, and by f el = (f¯l + f¯
∗
l )/2 its symmetric part.
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From the proof of Lemma 3.15 it is clear that the evaluation (10) of the poly-
nomial f˜ ′l = (
∏s˜+µ
m=1
∏
(δ,θ)∈Ĝ
A
Y
(δ,θ)
l,m
)f˜l is equal to εl. Since εl is a Ĝ-homogeneous
element of degree (+, e) then the result of this evaluation of the polynomial f ′l =
(
∏s˜+µ
m=1
∏
(δ,θ)∈Ĝ
A
Y
(δ,θ)
l,m
)f el is the same. Recall that any alternator is graded and
commutes with involution.
Assume that ζ1, . . . , ζs˜ are the variables of h evaluated by radical elements of
a¯. Let us denote Z(δ,θ)m =
⋃p
l=1(Y
(δ,θ)
l,m ) ∪ {ζm} if m = 1, . . . , s˜, and degĜ ζm = (δ, θ)
or Z(δ,θ)m =
⋃p
l=1(Y
(δ,θ)
l,m ) otherwise. Then Zm =
⋃
(δ,θ)∈Ĝ
Z(δ,θ)m . Let us denote by fˆ1
the polynomial 12f
e
1 in the case p = 1, and h(a¯) ∈ ε1Aε1. The polynomials fˆl = f el
(l = 1, . . . , p) must be taken in all other cases. We obtain the proof of our lemma in
graded case if we replace the polynomials fl by fˆl in the proof of Lemma 15 [42] and
apply to the polynomial h′ the product of the alternators acting on Z(δ,θ)m (for all
(δ, θ) ∈ Ĝ, m = 1, . . . , s˜+ µ). Note that all another elements considered in Lemma
15 [42] are G-homogeneous. Remark also that we obtain the evaluation u¯ replacing
the variables of the polynomials fˆl as in Lemma 3.15 (see (10)), and the variables
ζm, x˜n′ by the corresponding elements as as in Lemma 15 [42] (see (13)). ✷
Similarly to the case of non-graded ∗-polynomials [42], and polynomials graded
by an abelian group [41] Lemmas 3.15, 3.19, 3.20 imply the graded versions of
Lemmas 16-19 [42].
4 Representable algebras.
Consider a graded version of ∗-identities with forms introduced in [42]. Let F be
a field, and R a commutative associative F -algebra. Suppose that a G-graded F -
algebra A with involution has a structure of R-algebra satisfying RAθ ⊆ Aθ, ∀θ ∈ G,
and the involution of A is R-linear, i.e. degG ra = degG a, ra = ar, (ra)
∗ = ra∗
for all r ∈ R, a ∈ A. Particularly, it happens if R = F or if R ⊆ Z(A) ∩A+e , where
Z(A) is the center of A.
Definition 4.1 (Definition 13 [42]) Let A be an R-algebra with involution. Any
R-multilinear mapping f : An → R is called n-linear form on A.
Definition 4.2 Suppose that A, B are F -algebras with an n-linear form f. A ho-
momorphism of F -algebras ϕ : A→ B preserves the form f if
ϕ(a0f(a1, . . . , an)) = ϕ(a0)f(ϕ(a1), . . . , ϕ(an)), ∀ai ∈ A.
Let us consider the free ∗-algebra with forms FS〈Y,Z〉 = F 〈Y,Z〉 ⊗F S defined
for the G-graded free algebra F 〈Y,Z〉, a bilinear form f2, and a linear form f1 (see
[42]). Here the algebra of graded pure form ∗-polynomials S is the free associa-
tive commutative algebra with unit generated by f2(u1, u2), f1(u3) for all nonempty
graded ∗-monomials u1, u2, u3 ∈ F 〈Y,Z〉. Then FS〈Y,Z〉 is a G-graded algebra with
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the grading induced from F 〈Y,Z〉 assuming degG f⊗s = degG f, for all f ∈ F 〈Y,Z〉,
s ∈ S. The algebra FS〈Y,Z〉 is called free graded ∗-algebra with forms.
The concept of graded ∗-identities with forms is introduced as usual with re-
gard to the grading. Let A be a graded R-algebra with involution and forms,
f(x1, . . . , xn) ∈ FS〈Y,Z〉 be a graded ∗-polynomial with forms. A satisfies the
graded ∗-identity with forms f = 0 if f(a1, . . . , an) = 0 holds in A for any ai ∈ A
with degĜ xi = degĜ ai. The ideal of graded ∗-identities with forms of an algebra
A SIdgi(A) = {f ∈ FS〈Y,Z〉|A satisfies f = 0} is a graded S-ideal of FS〈Y,Z〉 in-
variant with respect to involution and closed under all graded ∗-endomorphisms
ϕ of FS〈Y,Z〉 which preserve the forms. SIdgi(A) also has the property that
g1·f2(f, g2), g1·f2(g2, f), g1·f1(f) ∈ SIdgi(A) for any g1, g2 ∈ FS〈Y,Z〉, f ∈ SIdgi(A).
Ideals of FS〈Y,Z〉 with all mentioned properties are called giTS-ideals. Given a
giTS-ideal Γ˜ we define the relatively free graded ∗-algebra with forms of infinite
rank FS〈Y,Z〉 = FS〈Y,Z〉/Γ˜, and of a rank ν FS〈Y(ν), Z(ν)〉 = FS〈Y(ν), Z(ν)〉/(Γ˜ ∩
FS〈Y(ν), Z(ν)〉). The equality of graded ∗-polynomials with forms modulo Γ˜ is de-
fined similarly to non-graded case [42]. We denote also by giTS[V] the giTS-ideal
generated by a set V ⊆ FS〈Y,Z〉.
Assume now that F is a field of characteristic zero, and m
√
1 ∈ F. Let us define
forms on a finite dimensional G-graded F -algebra with involution A = B ⊕ J with
the Jacobson radical J , and the semisimple part B. Consider for any element b ∈ Be
the linear operator Tb : B → B on the graded ∗-subalgebra B defined by
Tb(c) = b ◦ c, c ∈ B. (11)
It is clear that Tα1b1+α2b2 = α1Tb1 + α2Tb2 for all αi ∈ F, bi ∈ Be. If b ∈ B+e is
symmetric element then the subspaces Bδθ are stable under Tb for all (δ, θ) ∈ Ĝ.
If b ∈ B−e is skew-symmetric then Tb(B+θ ) ⊆ B−θ , and Tb(B−θ ) ⊆ B+θ , θ ∈ G.
Particularly, the trace of the operator Tb is zero for any b ∈ B−e .
Then the bilinear form f2 : A
2 → F, and the linear form f1 : A→ F are defined
on A by the rules
f2(a1, a2) = f2(b
(e)
1 , b
(e)
2 ) = Tr(Tb(e)1
· T
b
(e)
2
),
f1(a1) = f1(b
(e)
1 ) = Tr(Tb(e)1
), (12)
ai = bi + ri ∈ A, bi =
∑
θ∈G
b
(θ)
i ∈ B, r ∈ J, b(θ)i ∈ Bθ, θ ∈ G,
where T1 · T2 is the product of linear operators, and Tr is the usual trace function
of linear operator. Suppose that A = A1 × · · · × Aρ. Observe that in this case the
restrictions on Ai of the forms f1, f2 of A coincide with the forms defined by (12)
on Ai directly. It is clear that f2 is a symmetric form satisfying f2(r, a) = 0 for any
r ∈ J, a ∈ A, f2(a1, a2) = 0 for any a1 ∈ A−, a2 ∈ A+, and f2(a1, a2) = 0 for any
a1 ∈ Aθ, θ 6= e, a2 ∈ A. The linear form f1 also satisfies f1(r) = 0 for any r ∈ J,
f1(a) = 0 for any a ∈ A−, and f1(a) = 0 for any a ∈ Aθ, θ 6= e. Particularly, the next
lemma holds.
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Lemma 4.3 Let A be a finite dimensional graded F -algebra with involution and
with the forms (12). Given a graded form ∗-polynomial h ∈ FS〈Y,Z〉, and variables
x1, x2, x3 ∈ Y ∪ Z with the exception of three cases x1, x2 ∈ Y e, or x1, x2 ∈ Ze, or
x3 ∈ Y e A satisfies graded ∗-identities with forms
f1(x3) · h = 0, f2(x1, x2) · h = 0.
Applying the arguments of Lemma 21 [42] and considering restrictions of the
corresponding operators on Bδθ ((δ, θ) ∈ Ĝ) we obtain the following lemma in graded
case. Observe that here it is enough to consider semisimple or radical evaluations
of variables (not necessary elementary ones).
Lemma 4.4 Given a finite dimensional G-graded ∗-algebra A with the forms (12)
over a field F, and a graded ∗-polynomial f ∈ F 〈Y,Z〉 of type (dimsgiA,nd(A)−1, 1)
suppose that {x1, . . . , xt} ∈ Y ∪Z are variables on which f is (dimsgiA)-alternating
(t = dimB). Then A satisfies the graded ∗-identities with forms
f2(y1, y2)f =
∑t
i=1 f |xi:=y1◦(y2◦xi), y1, y2 ∈ Y e,
f2(z1, z2)f =
∑t
i=1 f |xi:=z1◦(z2◦xi), z1, z2 ∈ Ze,
f1(y)f =
∑t
i=1 f |xi:=y◦xi , y ∈ Y e.
Lemma 4.5 Let f(x˜1, . . . , x˜k) ∈ F 〈Y,Z〉 be a graded ∗-polynomial of a type
(β; γ − 1; 1) (for some β ∈ N2m0 , γ ∈ N), and s(ζ1, . . . , ζd) ∈ S a graded pure
form ∗-polynomial ({ζ1, . . . , ζd} ⊆ Y ∪ Z). Then there exists a graded ∗-polynomial
gs(x˜1, . . . , x˜k, ζ1, . . . , ζd) ∈ giT [f ] such that any finite dimensional G-graded ∗-algebra
A with forms (12) having parameter pargi(A) = (β; γ) satisfies the graded ∗-identity
with forms
s(ζ1, . . . , ζd) · f(x˜1, . . . , x˜k)− gs(x˜1, . . . , x˜k, ζ1, . . . , ζd) = 0.
Proof. Assume that f is (dimsgiA)-alternating on {x˜1, . . . , x˜t}, t = dimB. Sup-
pose that wi are Ĝ-homogeneous polynomials of Ĝ-degree degĜ x˜i (i = 1, . . . , t), and
ζ˜j ∈ Y e∪Ze are variables satisfying the claims of Lemma 4.4. Applying consequently
Lemma 4.4 we obtain that f2(ζ˜1, ζ˜2) · · · f2(ζ˜2n2−1, ζ˜2n2) · f1(ζ˜2n2+1) · · · f1(ζ˜2n2+n1)×
f(w1, . . . , wt, X˜) =
∑n˜
l=1 f(w˜l1, . . . , w˜lt, X˜) (mod SId
gi(A)) for some Ĝ-homogeneous
polynomials w˜li such that degĜ w˜li = degĜ x˜i for all l (i = 1, . . . , t). In fact it
is sufficient to consider as wi right normed jordan monomials of the form (ζ˜j1 ◦
(ζ˜j2 ◦ (. . . (ζ˜jr ◦ x˜i)))). Therefore w˜li are right normed jordan monomials of the same
type. Replacing ζ˜j by homogeneous elements of F 〈Y,Z〉 of the corresponding Ĝ-
degrees, and applying Lemma 4.3 as in the proof of Lemma 22 [42] we obtain that
s(ζ1, . . . , ζd) · f(x˜1, . . . , x˜k) = gs(x˜1, . . . , x˜k, ζ1, . . . , ζd)(mod SIdgi(A)). Observe that
the graded ∗-polynomial gs does not depend on A and gs ∈ giT [f ]. ✷
Assume that A is a G-graded finite dimensional ∗-algebra with the Jacobson
radical J, and the semisimple part B. Let us denote tϑ = dimB
δ
θ , qϑ = dimJ
δ
θ
for any ϑ = (δ, θ) ∈ Ĝ, and t = ∑
ϑ∈Ĝ
tϑ = dimB. Given a positive integer ν
take Λν = {λϑij |ϑ ∈ Ĝ; 1 ≤ i ≤ ν; 1 ≤ j ≤ tϑ + qϑ}, and the free commutative
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associative unitary algebra F [Λν ]
# generated by the set Λν . Let us consider the
extension Pν(A) = F [Λν ]# ⊗F A of A by F [Λν ]#.
Pν(A) is a graded algebra with the involution defined by (f ⊗ a)∗ = f ⊗ a∗
(f ∈ F [Λν ]#, a ∈ A), and the grading (Pν(A))θ = F [Λν ]#⊗F Aθ, θ ∈ G. The forms
f2, f1 of A defined by (12)can be naturally extended to the F [Λν ]
#-bilinear form
f2 : Pν(A)2 → F [Λν ]#, and F [Λν ]#-linear form f1 : Pν(A)→ F [Λν ]# respectively.
We call by a Cayley-Hamilton type graded ∗-polynomial a degree homogeneous
graded ∗-polynomial with forms of the following type
xn +
∑
i0+i1+···+jk2=n,
0<i0<n, 1≤k2+k1
α(i),(j) x
i0f2(x
i1 , xj1) · · · f2(xik2 , xjk2 )f1(xik2+1) · · · f1(xik2+k1 ),
where α(i),(j) ∈ F, x = y + z, y ∈ Y e, z ∈ Ze. Note that here il, jl > 0 (l ≥ 0). A
Cayley-Hamilton type polynomial is not Ĝ-homogeneous, but it is G-homogeneous
of the neutral degree.
Lemma 4.6 Pν(A) satisfies a Cayley-Hamilton type graded ∗-identity Knd(A)3t+1 (x) =
0 for some Cayley-Hamilton type graded ∗-polynomial K3t+1(x) of degree 3t + 1,
t = dimB, x = y + z, y ∈ Y e, z ∈ Ze.
Proof. By Lemma 23 [42] the algebra Pν(A) satisfies the non-graded ∗-identity
Knd(A)3t+1 (x) = 0, where K3t+1(x) is a Cayley-Hamilton type non-graded ∗-polynomial
of degree 3t+1 with the forms defined by (15), (16) in [42]. Particularly, Knd(A)3t+1 (x) =
0 holds for any x ∈ (Pν(A))e. Observe that for all powers of an element x ∈ (Pν(A))e
the definition (15) of the forms f1, f2 in non-graded case given in [42] coincides with
the corresponding definition (12) in the G-graded case. ✷
Let {bˆϑ1, . . . , bˆϑtϑ} be a basis of the Ĝ-homogeneous part Bδθ of a semisimple part
B of A, and {rˆϑ1, . . . , rˆϑqϑ} a basis of the Ĝ-homogeneous part Jδθ of the Jacobson
radical J = J(A) of A, ϑ = (δ, θ) ∈ Ĝ. If A has an elementary decomposition then
all these bases can be chosen in the set
⋃
ϑ∈Ĝ
(
Dϑ ∪ Uϑ
)
((6), (7), Lemma 3.2). Let
us take the elements
yϑi =
tϑ∑
j=1
λϑij ⊗ bˆϑj +
qϑ∑
j=1
λϑij+tϑ ⊗ rˆϑj ∈ Pν(A), ϑ ∈ Ĝ, 1 ≤ i ≤ ν. (13)
All elements yϑi are Ĝ-homogeneous of Ĝ-degree ϑ. Denote by Yν = {yϑi|ϑ ∈ Ĝ; 1 ≤
i ≤ ν} the set of these elements. Consider the G-graded ∗-invariant F -subalgebra
Fν(A) of Pν(A) generated by Yν . Consider any map ϕ of the generators Yν to
arbitrary Ĝ-homogeneous elements a˜ϑi ∈ A of the corresponding Ĝ-degrees
ϕ : yϑi 7→ a˜ϑi =
tϑ∑
j=1
α˜ϑij bˆϑj +
qϑ∑
j=1
α˜ϑij+tϑ rˆϑj (ϑ ∈ Ĝ; i = 1, . . . , ν), (14)
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here α˜ϑij ∈ F . It is clear that ϕ can be extended to the graded ∗-homomorphism of
F -algebras ϕ : Fν(A)→ A, also inducing the graded ∗-homomorphism ϕ˜ : Pν(A)→
A by the equalities
ϕ˜((λϑ1i1j1 · · ·λϑkikjk)⊗ a) = (α˜ϑ1i1j1 · · · α˜ϑkikjk) · a ∀a ∈ A. (15)
The graded ∗-homomorphism ϕ˜ preserves the forms on Pν(A) and A defined by (12).
Elements of Fν(A) are called quasi-polynomials on the variables Yν . Products
of the generators yϑi ∈ Yν of the algebra Fν(A) are called quasi-monomials. We
have also Idgi(Fν(A)) ⊇ Idgi(Pν(A)) = Idgi(A) for any ν ∈ N.
Fν(A) is a finitely generated PI-algebra. By the Shirshov’s theorem on height
[39] Fν(A) has a finite height and a finite Shirshov’s basis that can be chosen in the
set of monomials over the generators ([30], [39]). More precisely there exist a natural
H, and quasi-monomials w1, . . . , wd ∈ Fν(A) such that any element u ∈ Fν(A) has
the form u =
∑
(i)=(i1,...,ik)
α(i) w
c1
i1
. . . wckik , where k ≤ H, {i1, . . . , ik} ⊆ {1, . . . , d},
cj ∈ N, α(i) ∈ F. Observe that the elements wi are G-homogeneous, but not
necessarily Ĝ-homogeneous.
Consider the polynomials sˆi,(l1,l2) = f2(w
ml1
i , w
ml2
i ) ∈ F [Λν ]# (i = 1, . . . , d,
l1, l2 = 1, . . . , 3t, t = dimB), and sˆi,l = f1(w
ml
i ) ∈ F [Λν ]# (i = 1, . . . , d, l =
1, . . . , 3t). Then F̂ = F [sˆi,(l1,l2), sˆi,l1 | 1 ≤ i ≤ d; 1 ≤ l1, l2 ≤ 3t ]# is the associative
commutative unitary F -subalgebra of F [Λν ]
# generated by {sˆi,(l1,l2), sˆi,l}, and the
unit of F [Λν ]
#.
Take the graded ∗-invariant F̂ -subalgebra Tν(A) = F̂Fν(A) of Pν(A). Then
Fν(A) is a graded ∗-subalgebra of Tν(A). Arbitrary map of the form (14) can be
properly and uniquely extended to the graded ∗-homomorphism from Tν(A) to A
preserving the forms (it is the restriction on Tν(A) of ϕ˜ defined by (15)). Since
wmi ∈ (Pν(A))e (i = 1, . . . , d) then by Lemma 4.6 all elements wmi are algebraic of
the degree nd(A)(3t + 1) over F̂ . Therefore by Shirshov’s theorem on height Tν(A)
is finitely generated F̂ -module, where F̂ is Noetherian. By theorem of Beidar [12]
the algebra Tν(A) is representable.
Observe that all elements of the set Yν are Ĝ-homogeneous and homomorphisms
defined by (14), (15) are graded. Therefore we obtain the graded versions of Remark
2, and Lemmas 24, 25 [42] repeating their arguments and using the graded versions
of Lemma 22, and Lemma 5 of [42] (Lemma 4.5, and Lemma 3.4 respectively). As
consequences we have also the G-graded versions of Lemmas 26, 27 [42]. In the
graded versions of Lemmas 25-27 we assume that Assumption 2.1 is true over any
algebraically closed extension of F. Besides that the graded versions of Lemmas 26,
27 are proved for the giT-ideal Γ of a finitely generated G-graded PI-algebra with
involution, i. e. we assume that Γ contains a non-trivial T-ideal.
5 Graded ∗-identities of finitely generated algebras.
Now we can state the relation between graded ∗-identities of finitely generated PI-
algebras and graded ∗-identities of finite dimensional algebras assuming that As-
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sumption 2.1 is true in our case.
Theorem 5.1 Let G be a finite abelian group, and F a field of characteristic zero
containing a primitive root of 1 of the degree m = |G|. Suppose that Assumption 2.1
holds for the group G over any algebraically closed extension F˜ of F. Consider a
finitely generated G-graded associative PI-algebra D over F with graded involution.
Then the giT-ideal of graded ∗-identities of D coincides with the giT-ideal of graded
∗-identities of some finite dimensional G-graded associative F -algebra with graded
involution.
Proof. Let Γ = Idgi(D). We use the induction on the Kemer index indgi(Γ) = κ =
(β; γ) of Γ.
The base of induction. Let indgi(Γ) = (β; γ) with β = (0, . . . , 0). Then D is a
nilpotent finitely generated algebra. Hence, D is finite dimensional.
The inductive step. The G-graded versions of Lemmas 11, 26, 27 [42] imply
that Γ ⊇ Idgi(A), where A = O(A) × Y(A) is a finite dimensional G-graded al-
gebra with involution, such that indgi(Γ) = indgi(A) = κ. Moreover, Sµ˜(Γ) =
Sµ˜(O(A)) = Sµ˜(A) ⊆ Idgi(Y(A)) for some µ˜ ∈ N. Here O(A), Y(A) are finite dimen-
sional G-graded ∗-algebras with elementary decomposition. O(A) = A1 × · · · × Aρ,
where Ai are gi-reduced algebras, indgi(O(A)) = indgi(Ai) = κ ∀i = 1, . . . , ρ, and
indgi(Y(A)) < κ (see the graded version of Lemma 11 [42]).
Denote (t1, . . . , t2m) = β(Γ) = dimsgiAi, t =
∑2m
j=1 tj; γ = γ(Γ) = nd(Ai) (for
all i = 1, . . . , ρ). Let us take for any i = 1, . . . , ρ the algebra A˜i = Rqi,s(Ai) defined
by (4) for Ai with qi = dimF Ai, s = (t+1)(γ+ µ˜). A˜i is a finite dimensional graded
∗-algebra with elementary decomposition. We have also Γi = Idgi(A˜i) = Idgi(Ai),
and dimsgiA˜i = dimsgiAi = β. The Jacobson radical J(A˜i) = (Y(qi), Z(qi))/I is
nilpotent of the degree at most s = (t + 1)(γ + µ˜), where I = Γi(Bi(Y(qi), Z(qi))) +
(Y(qi), Z(qi))
s. Here the algebra Bi can be considered as the semisimple part of Ai and
of A˜i simultaneously (the graded version of Lemma 3 [42]). Take A˜ = ×ρi=1A˜i, and
ν = rkh(D). By the graded version of Remark 2 [42], and Lemma 3.4 there exists
an F -finite dimensional G-graded algebra with graded involution and elementary
decomposition C such that Idgi(C) = Idgi(Tν(A˜)/Γ(Tν(A˜))).
Let us denote D˜ν = F 〈Y(ν), Z(ν)〉/
(
(Γ + Kµ˜(Γ)) ∩ F 〈Y(ν), Z(ν)〉
)
. The graded
versions of Lemmas 6, 8 [42] imply that indgi(D˜ν) ≤ indgi(Γ+Kµ˜(Γ)) < indgi(Γ). By
the inductive step we obtain Idgi(D˜ν) = Id
gi(U˜ ), where U˜ is a finite dimensional over
F G-graded ∗-algebra. The graded version of Remark 2 [42] yields Γ ⊆ Idgi(C× U˜).
Consider a multilinear polynomial f(x˜1, . . . , x˜m) ∈ Idgi(C × U˜) in variables x˜j ∈
Y ∪ Z. Let us take any multihomogeneous with respect to degrees of variables and
Ĝ-homogeneous ∗-polynomials w1, . . . , wm ∈ F 〈Y(ν), Z(ν)〉 (degĜ wj = degĜ x˜j , j =
1, . . . ,m). We have f(w1, . . . , wm) = g + h for some multihomogeneous graded ∗-
polynomials g ∈ Γ, h ∈ Kµ˜(Γ) also depending on Y(ν) ∪ Z(ν). Then by the graded
version of Lemma 24 [42] we obtain h = f(w1, . . . , wm)− g ∈ SΓ+SIdgi(A˜i) for any
i = 1, . . . , ρ. Hence h˜(x˜1, . . . , x˜n) ∈ SΓ+SIdgi(A˜i) holds also for the full linearization
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h˜ of h. The graded version of Lemma 18 [42] implies that h˜ is exact for Ai (i =
1, . . . , ρ).
Fix any i = 1, . . . , ρ. Assume that (c1, . . . , cqi) is a basis of Ai consisting of
Ĝ-homogeneous elements chosen in D ∪ U (Lemma 3.2), and fix the order of the
basic elements. Suppose that a¯ is an elementary complete evaluation of h˜ in the
algebra Ai with γ − 1 radical elements. By Lemma 3.20 there exists a polynomial
hµ˜(Z1, . . . ,Zγ−1+µ˜,X ) ∈ SΓ + SIdgi(A˜i) of type (β, γ − 1, µ˜), and an elementary
evaluation u¯ of hµ˜ in Ai such that hµ˜(u¯) = h˜(a¯).
Moreover, hµ˜ is alternating in any Zj (j = 1, . . . , γ − 1 + µ˜), and all variables
from X are replaced by semisimple elements. Then we have
α2hµ˜ =
(γ−1+µ˜∏
m=1
∏
ϑ∈Ĝ
AZϑm
)
hµ˜ =
∑
j
(γ−1+µ˜∏
m=1
∏
ϑ∈Ĝ
AZϑm
)(
s˜j g˜j
)
(mod SIdgi(A˜i)), (16)
where Zϑm is the subset of Ĝ-homogeneous variables of Zm of complete degree ϑ =
(δ, θ) ∈ Ĝ; α2 ∈ F, α2 6= 0; g˜j ∈ Γ, s˜j ∈ S. Denote by {ζ1, . . . , ζnˆ} the variables
Z ∪X of hµ˜ (the first (t+1)(γ−1)+ tµ˜ variables are from Z =
⋃γ−1+µ˜
m=1 Zm), and by
Zϑ = ⋃γ−1+µ˜m=1 Zϑm the Ĝ-homogeneous part of variables Z of complete degree ϑ ∈ Ĝ.
Let uk ∈ Ai be an element of the mentioned evaluation u¯ = (u1, . . . , unˆ) of hµ˜.
We take in the algebra A˜i the elements y¯π(k)θ = yπ(k)θ + I, z¯π(k)θ = zπ(k)θ + I,
where yπ(k)θ ∈ Y θ(qi), zπ(k)θ ∈ Zθ(qi) are variables, and uk = cπ(k) (π(k) is the ordinal
number of the element uk in our basis of Ai, 1 ≤ π(k) ≤ qi), degG uk = θ.
Consider in the algebra A˜i the following evaluation of hµ˜(ζ1, . . . , ζnˆ)
ζk = y¯π(k)θ ∈ J(A˜i) if ζk ∈ Z(+,θ) (θ ∈ G),
ζk = z¯π(k)θ ∈ J(A˜i) if ζk ∈ Z(−,θ) (θ ∈ G),
ζk = uk if ζk ∈ X . (17)
If a graded pure form polynomial s˜j in (16) depends essentially on Z then(∏γ−1+µ˜
m=1
∏
ϑ∈ĜAZϑm
)(
s˜j g˜j
)|(17) = 0, since the forms are zero on radical elements
(see (12)). If s˜j does not depend on Z then
(∏γ−1+µ˜
m=1
∏
ϑ∈ĜAZϑm
)(
s˜j g˜j
)
= s˜j ˜˜gj ,
where ˜˜gj =
(∏γ−1+µ˜
m=1
∏
ϑ∈ĜAZϑm
)
g˜j ∈ Γ. If ˜˜gj |(17) 6= 0 in A˜i then one of the mul-
tihomogeneous on degrees components of ˜˜gj is a µ˜-boundary polynomial for A˜i.
And it is not a µ˜-boundary polynomial for Γ, because it belongs to Γ. It implies
Sµ˜(A) 6= Sµ˜(Γ), that contradicts to the properties of A. Therefore ˜˜gj |(17) = 0. Thus
in any case hµ˜|(17) = 0 holds in the algebra A˜i. Consider in the algebra Bi(Y(qi), Z(qi))
the elements
vk = yπ(k)θ if ζk ∈ Z(+,θ) (θ ∈ G),
vk = zπ(k)θ if ζk ∈ Z(−,θ) (θ ∈ G),
vk = uk if ζk ∈ X .
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Hence the evaluation ζk = vk (k = 1, . . . , nˆ) of the polynomial hµ˜ is equal to
hµ˜(v1, . . . , vnˆ) ∈ I = Γi(Bi(Y(qi), Z(qi)))+(Y(qi), Z(qi))s in the algebra Bi(Y(qi), Z(qi)).
Since |Z| < s, the polynomial hµ˜ is linear on variables Z, and variables of X are
replaced by semisimple elements then we obtain hµ˜(v1, . . . , vnˆ) ∈ Γi(Bi(Y(qi), Z(qi))).
Consider the map ϕ : yjθ 7→ cj if degĜ cj = (+, θ), and ϕ : zjθ 7→ cj if degĜ cj =
(−, θ), j = 1, . . . , qi. It is clear that ϕ can be extended to a graded ∗-homomorphism
ϕ : Bi(Y(qi), Z(qi))→ Ai assuming ϕ(b) = b for any b ∈ Bi. Then ϕ(hµ˜(v1, . . . , vnˆ)) =
hµ˜(ϕ(v1), . . . , ϕ(vnˆ)) = hµ˜(u¯) ∈ ϕ(Γi(Bi(Y(qi), Z(qi)))) ⊆ Γi(Ai) = (0).
Therefore h˜(a¯) = hµ˜(u¯) = 0 holds in Ai for any elementary complete evaluation
a¯ ∈ Ani containing γ − 1 radical elements. Since h˜ is a multilinear exact polyno-
mial for Ai, and γ = nd(Ai) then h˜ ∈ Idgi(Ai). Hence h ∈ ∩ρi=1Idgi(Ai), and h ∈
Idgi(O(A)× Y(A)) = Idgi(A) ⊆ Γ. Thus we have f(w1, . . . , wm) = g + h ∈ Γ for all
multihomogeneous Ĝ-homogeneous graded ∗-polynomials w1, . . . , wm ∈ F 〈Y(ν), Z(ν)〉
of corresponding Ĝ-degrees. By the graded version of Remark 1 [42] it implies
Idgi(C × U˜) ⊆ Γ.
Therefore Γ = Idgi(C × U˜). Theorem is proved. ✷
Theorem 5.1 can be extended for any field of characteristic zero.
Theorem 5.2 Let G be a finite abelian group, and F a field of characteristic zero.
Suppose that Assumption 2.1 holds for the group G over any algebraically closed
extension F˜ of F. Let D be a finitely generated G-graded associative PI-algebra over
F with graded involution. Then the giT-ideal of graded ∗-identities of D coincides
with the giT-ideal of graded ∗-identities of some finite dimensional over F G-graded
associative algebra with graded involution.
Proof. Assume that F does not contain j = m
√
1. Consider the extension K = F [j]
of F by j. It is clear that any algebraically closed extension F˜ of F contains also K.
Since Assumption 2.1 holds for the group G over any algebraically closed extension
F˜ of F then it is true also over any algebraically closed extension K˜ of K. Consider
the algebra D¯ = D ⊗F K. D¯ is a finitely generated K-algebra with the G-grading
D¯θ = Dθ ⊗F K, θ ∈ G. The graded involution on D¯ is naturally induced from D
by equalities (a ⊗ α)∗ = a∗ ⊗ α, for any a ∈ D, α ∈ K. It is clear that D can be
considered as an F -subalgebra of D¯, and the graded F -identities with involution of
D and D¯ coincide IdgiF (D) = Id
gi
F (D¯). Particularly, D¯ is a PI-algebra (Id
gi
F (D) ⊆
IdgiK(D¯)). By Theorem 5.1 we obtain that Id
gi
K(D¯) = Id
gi
K(C) over the field K for
some G-graded algebra C with graded involution, finite dimensional over K. C can
be considered also as an F -algebra. And as an F -algebra C preserves the same
G-grading and involution. Since K = F [j] is the finite extension of F then C is also
finite dimensional over F. It is clear that IdgiF (C) = Id
gi
K(C) ∩ F 〈Y,Z〉. Therefore
we have IdgiF (C) = Id
gi
F (D¯) = Id
gi
F (D). And the F -algebra C is the required finite
dimensional algebra. ✷
Observe that the final result is obtained for any base field of characteristic zero.
The unique restrictions that we have are Assumption 2.1 and the requirement for
a giT-ideal to contain a non-trivial T-ideal. The second condition is necessary. An
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ideal of group-graded identities of a finitely generated algebra can not contain a
non-trivial ordinary non-graded identity (see, e.g., the comment after Theorem 1
[41]). And a finite dimensional algebra is always a PI-algebra. We have discussed
in Section 1 the conditions which provide this property for a giT-ideal.
6 PI-representability of (Z/qZ)-graded algebras.
Suppose that G is a cyclic group of order q, where q is a prime number or q = 4.
We use the additive notation for the group G in this case.
Consider the function χ : Z/4Z→ {0, 1} defined on the group Z/4Z by the rules
χ(0¯) = χ(1¯) = 0, χ(2¯) = χ(3¯) = 1. The next properties of χ can be checked directly.
Lemma 6.1 χ(x) + χ(y) = χ(x+ y) + 1 mod 2 if x, y ∈ {1¯, 3¯},
and χ(x) + χ(y) = χ(x+ y) mod 2 if x or y is even.
Recall that an elementary grading on the matrix algebraMk(F˜ ) is the G-grading
defined by a k-tuple (θ1, . . . , θk) ∈ Gk, so that degG(Eij) = −θi + θj for any matrix
unit Eij (see, e.g., [6], [7], [8], [11]).
We obtain the description of ∗-graded simple finite dimensional algebras over an
algebraically closed field F˜ for the group G. It is based on the classification of simple
G-graded algebras given in Lemma 2.1 (Theorem 3 [6]).
Theorem 6.1 Let q be a prime number or q = 4, and G a cyclic group of order
q. Suppose that F˜ is an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero, and C is a
G-graded finite dimensional F˜ -algebra with graded involution. Then C is ∗-graded
simple if and only if C is isomorphic as a graded ∗-algebra to one of the algebras of
the list:
1. the direct product B × Bop of a graded simple algebra B = Mk(F˜ [H]), and its
opposite algebra Bop with the exchange involution ∗¯, where F˜ [H] is the group
algebra of the group H, and H is the trivial group, G, or H = {0¯, 2¯} ≤ Z/4Z;
2. the full matrix algebra Mk(F˜ ) with an elementary grading and an elementary
involution;
3. the full matrix algebra Mk(F˜ [H]) over the group algebra F˜ [H] with the grading
induced by the natural grading of F˜ [H] (degGXθ ηθ = θ), and involution
(
∑
θ∈H Xθ ηθ)∗ =
∑
θ∈H X tθ ηθ, where t is the transpose or symplectic involution
on the matrix algebra Mk(F˜ ), Xθ ∈Mk(F˜ ), θ ∈ H, H is a cyclic group;
4. the full matrix algebra Mk(F˜ [H]) over the group algebra F˜ [H] with the grad-
ing induced by the natural grading of F˜ [H] and involution (
∑
θ∈H Xθ ηθ)∗ =∑
θ∈H(−1)θX tθ ηθ, where t is the transpose or symplectic involution on the
matrix algebra Mk(F˜ ), and H ∼= Z/2Z, or H ∼= Z/4Z;
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5. the full matrix algebra Mk(F˜ [H]) over the group algebra of H = {0¯, 2¯} with
(Z/4Z)-grading defined as in Lemma 2.1 by a k-tuple (θ1, . . . , θk) ∈ {0¯, 1¯}k
and an elementary involution.
Proof. It is clear that all alternatives are ∗-graded simple algebras. Suppose that C
is a ∗-graded simple finite dimensional F˜ -algebra. Then C is a G-graded semisimple
algebra (Lemma 3.1), and it contains a G-graded simple ideal B. B is isomorphic
as a G-graded algebra to Mk(F˜
ζ [H]) by Lemma 2.1, where H is a subgroup of G,
and ζ : H ×H → F˜ ∗ is a 2-cocycle on H. The canonical grading of Mk(F˜ ζ [H]) is
defined by a k-tuple (θ1, . . . , θk) ∈ Gk, so that degG(Eijηξ) = −θi + ξ + θj. It is
well-known (see, e.g., [24]) that the second cohomologies of a cyclic group in this
case are trivial. Thus F˜ ζ [H] is isomorphic as a graded algebra to the group algebra
F˜ [H] of H, where H is one of the group of the list: {e}, G, {0¯, 2¯} ≤ Z/4Z. Then
either C = B or C = B × B∗. In the last case C is isomorphic to B × Bop with the
exchange involution. The isomorphism is given by ϕ : a+ b 7→ (a, b∗), where a ∈ B,
b ∈ B∗. Hence we obtain the first alternative.
Suppose that C = B is a G-graded simple algebra with graded involution. Thus
C ∼= Mk(F˜ [H]), where H ∈ {{e}, {0¯, 2¯}, G}. If H = {e} then C ∼= Mk(F˜ ) is the full
matrix algebra with an elementary grading and graded involution. The results of
Y.A.Bakhturin, I.P.Shestakov, and M.V.Zaicev ([8], [11]) yields in this case that C
is isomorphic as a ∗-graded algebra to Mk(F˜ ) with an elementary grading and an
elementary involution.
Suppose that H = G, and C =Mk(F˜ [G]) with the grading defined in Lemma 2.1
and graded involution. Consider the algebra C ′ = Mk(F˜ [G]) = SpanF {Eij η˜ξ|i, j =
1, . . . , k, ξ ∈ G} with the G-grading induced by the natural grading of F˜ [G]. The
F˜ -linear map ϕ : Eijηξ 7→ Eij η˜ξ−θi+θj is a G-graded isomorphism of the algebras C
and C ′. The involution in C ′ is induced from C by ϕ.
A G-homogeneous element of C ′ of degree θ ∈ G has the form Xθ η˜θ = (Xθ η˜e) ·
(I η˜θ), where Xθ ∈Mk(F˜ ) is a matrix, I is the identity matrix of order k, e is the unit
of the group G. Observe that the element Xθ η˜e belongs to the neutral component
C ′e of C
′. C ′e
∼= Mk(F˜ ), and it is a ∗-invariant subalgebra of C ′. By Theorem 4.6.12
[13] (see also the proof of Theorem 3.6.8 [29]) the restriction of the involution on C ′e
can be taken as the transpose or symplectic involution up to an inner automorphism
of C ′e.
Consider a generator ξ of the group G. Observe that Iη˜ξ is a central element of
C ′ of G-degree ξ. Then (Iη˜ξ)
∗ has the same G-degree, and also belongs to the center
of C ′. Thus (Iη˜ξ)
∗ = α Iη˜ξ for some α ∈ F˜ . Since (Iη˜ξ)q = Iη˜e, and (Iη˜e)∗ = Iη˜e
(Iη˜e is the unit of C
′) then we obtain αq = 1. We also deduce α2 = 1 from Iη˜ξ =
((Iη˜ξ)
∗)∗ = α2 Iη˜ξ. If q is an odd prime number then α = 1. If q = 2 or q = 4 then
α ∈ {−1, 1}.
Then for any θ ∈ G we have θ = ξm for some integer m. Hence, we can assume
that (Xθ η˜θ)∗ = (I η˜ξm)∗ ·(Xθ η˜e)∗ = ((I η˜ξ)∗)m ·(X tθ η˜e) = αmX tθ · η˜θ, where t denotes
the transpose or symplectic involution on the matrix algebra. Therefore we obtain
the alternative 3 or 4.
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Consider the last case G = Z/4Z, and H = {0¯, 2¯}. Any element a ∈ C =
Mk(F˜ [H]) can be uniquely represented in the form
a =
3∑
i=0
ai = (a0 + a1) + (a
′
0 + a
′
1)(Iη2¯), (18)
where ai ∈ Ci¯ areG-homogeneous components of a, a′0 = a2η2¯ ∈ C0¯, a′1 = a3η2¯ ∈ C1¯.
Similarly to the previous case we obtain that a∗ = (a0 + a1)
∗ + (I η2¯)
∗(a′0 + a
′
1)
∗ =
(a0 + a1)
∗ + α(a′0 + a
′
1)
∗ (Iη2¯), where α ∈ {−1, 1}, I is the identity matrix. Hence
it is enough to describe the restriction of our involution on the graded subspace
C0¯ ⊕ C1¯ of C.
Let us take the vector space A = C0¯ ⊕C1¯. Define in A the multiplication by the
rule (a0 + a1) ⊙ (b0 + b1) = a0b0 + a0b1 + a1b0 + a1b1η2¯ in C, where ai, bi ∈ Ci¯. It
is clear that A is a superalgebra ((Z/2Z)-graded algebra) with the (Z/2Z)-grading
A = C0¯ ⊕ C1¯. The map ∗¯ is naturally defined in A by (a0 + a1)∗¯ = (a0 + a1)∗ =
a∗0 + a
∗
1, ai ∈ Ci¯. Since the involution ∗ in C is graded then ∗¯ is a (Z/2Z)-graded
linear operator of the second order which satisfies (ai ⊙ bj)∗¯ = αi·j (b∗¯j ⊙ a∗¯i ), where
ai, bi ∈ Ci¯. A linear operator with all mentioned properties is called α-involution.
It is clear that a (1)-involution is a graded involution on the superalgebra A, and
a (−1)-involution is a superinvolution on the superalgebra A. We denote by Φ(C)
the superalgebra A with the multiplication ⊙ and the α-involution ∗¯ obtained of the
(Z/4Z)-graded algebra C with a graded involution ∗ by the represented procedure.
The superalgebra Φ(C) is isomorphic as a superalgebra to the full matrix algebra
A =Mk(F˜ ) with the elementary (Z/2Z)-grading defined by the k-tuple (θ¯1, . . . , θ¯k).
Where θ¯i = θi + H ∈ (Z/4Z)/H if (θ1, . . . , θk) is the k-tuple defining the (Z/4Z)-
grading of C. The graded isomorphism ϕ : Φ(C) → Mk(F˜ ) is given by the rule
ϕ(Eijηξij ) = Eij. Denote by ∗˜ the α-involution on the superalgebra A induced by
the α-involution ∗¯ with respect to the isomorphism ϕ. Hence we have ϕ(a∗¯) = ϕ(a)∗˜
for any a ∈ Φ(C), and ϕ is the isomorphism of superalgebras with α-involution.
If α = 1 then (A, ∗˜) is isomorphic as a ∗-graded algebra to the matrix algebra
Mk(F˜ ) with an elementary grading and an elementary involution by [8], [11]. For
α = −1 superinvolutions on (Z/2Z)-graded matrix algebras are described by M.L.
Racine [37] (Proposition 13, 14) (see also [9], Proposition 1). In both of the cases
(A, ∗˜) is isomorphic as a superalgebra with α-involution to the algebra A˜ =Mk(F˜ )
with an elementary grading and an elementary α-involution ⋆˜. An α-involution ⋆˜
on a matrix superalgebra Mk(F˜ ) is called elementary if (Eij)
⋆˜ = ±Est for all i, j =
1, . . . , k and some s, t.
Consider the k-tuple (ϑ¯1, . . . , ϑ¯k) ∈ Z/2Z defining the elementary grading of
A˜. Suppose that ϑ¯i = ϑi + 2Z, ϑi ∈ {0, 1}, i = 1, . . . , k. Let us take the k-tuple
(ϑ˜1, . . . , ϑ˜k), where ϑ˜i = ϑi + 4Z ∈ Z/4Z. Denote by C˜ the algebra Mk(F˜ [H]) with
the canonical (Z/4Z)-grading defined by the k-tuple (ϑ˜1, . . . , ϑ˜k) (see Lemma 2.1).
Observe that Φ(C˜) is isomorphic as a superalgebra to A˜ by the arguments above.
Suppose that ϕ˜ : Φ(C˜) → A˜ is the (Z/2Z)-graded isomorphism given by the rules
ϕ˜(Eijηξij ) = Eij , i, j = 1, . . . , k.
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Define a map ⋆ on the algebra C˜ by the rule:
((c0 + c1) + (c
′
0 + c
′
1)(Iη2¯))
⋆ = ϕ˜−1((ϕ˜(c0 + c1))
⋆˜) +αϕ˜−1((ϕ˜(c′0 + c
′
1))
⋆˜)(Iη2¯). (19)
Where c = (c0+c1)+(c
′
0+c
′
1)(Iη2¯) is the form (18) for an element c ∈ C˜, ci, c′i ∈ C˜i¯.
It is clear that ⋆ is a (Z/4Z)-graded linear operator of C˜ satisfying (Iη2¯)
⋆ = α(Iη2¯).
The restriction of ⋆ on Φ(C˜) is ⋆¯ = ϕ˜−1⋆˜ϕ˜. Hence ⋆¯ is an α-involution, and ϕ˜ is an
isomorphism of superalgebras with α-involution (Φ(C˜), ⋆¯) and (A˜, ⋆˜). Particularly,
(Φ(C˜), ⋆¯) is isomorphic as a superalgebra with α-involution to (Φ(C), ∗¯). Moreover,
for a basic element b = Eijηξ of the canonical basis of C˜ we have
b⋆ = (Eijηξ)
⋆ = αs · E⋆˜ij ηξ˜, (20)
s = χ(deg(Z/4Z) b), ξ˜ = ξ + deg(Z/4Z) Eij − deg(Z/4Z) E⋆˜ij.
Using (19) or (20) and Lemma 6.1 it can be directly checked that ⋆ is a (Z/4Z)-
graded involution of C˜. The isomorphism of superalgebras with α-involution ψ :
(Φ(C˜), ⋆¯) → (Φ(C), ∗¯) induces the isomorphism of (Z/4Z)-graded algebras with
involution Ψ : (C˜, ⋆) → (C, ∗) by the rule based on the representation (18) of
elements c ∈ C˜:
Ψ(c) = Ψ
(
(c0 + c1) + (c
′
0 + c
′
1)(Iη2¯)
)
= ψ(c0 + c1) + ψ(c
′
0 + c
′
1)(Iη2¯).
Since ⋆ is an elementary involution (by (20)) then we obtain the last alternative of
the theorem. It completes the proof. ✷
The direct consequence of Theorem 6.1 is the next corollary.
Corollary 6.2 Let F˜ be an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero. As-
sumption 2.1 is true over F˜ for a cyclic group G of a prime order or of the order
4.
Hence Theorems 6.1, 5.2 immediately imply Theorem 6.2.
Theorem 6.2 Let q be a prime number or q = 4, F a field of characteristic zero.
Then for any (Z/qZ)-graded finitely generated associative PI-algebra A with graded
involution over F there exists a finite dimensional over F (Z/qZ)-graded associa-
tive algebra C with graded involution such that the ideals of graded identities with
involution of A and C coincide.
It is an interesting problem to describe all groups G such that Assumption 2.1
is true for G-graded ∗-algebras over an algebraically closed field. We suppose that
Assumption 2.1 should be true for any finite abelian group.
Conjecture 6.1 Let G be a finite abelian group, and F˜ an algebraically closed field
of characteristic zero. Given a G-graded finite dimensional algebra A with graded
involution A is ∗-graded simple if and only if A is isomorphic as a graded ∗-algebra
either to G-graded simple algebra C˜(1) =Mk(F˜
ζ [H]) with an elementary involution,
or to the direct product C˜(2) = B × Bop of a graded simple algebra B = Mk(F˜ ζ [H])
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and its opposite algebra Bop with the exchange involution ∗¯. Where H is a subgroup
of G, and ζ : H × H → Q[ m√1]∗ is a 2-cocycle on H with values in the algebraic
extension of rational numbers Q by a primitive root m
√
1 of 1 of degree m = |G|.
If it is true then any G-graded finitely generated PI-algebra with graded invo-
lution over a field of characteristic zero should be PI-representable with respect to
graded ∗-identities.
Both of the questions (the classification of finite dimensional ∗-graded simple
algebras, and PI-representability of finitely generated algebras) are also interesting
in case of a finite (not necessary abelian) group.
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